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 Climate change is a slow-moving process, but it is no less danger-Climate change is a slow-moving process, but it is no less danger-

ous for that. It is likely to ous for that. It is likely to be one of the key be one of the key defining features of thedefining features of the

coming decades. The longer action is delayed the more costly it willcoming decades. The longer action is delayed the more costly it will

be to deal with the issues. Moreover, abe to deal with the issues. Moreover, a delayed policdelayed policy responsey response

opens us up to opens us up to potentially catastrophipotentially catastrophic outcomes, which might bec outcomes, which might be

impossible to reverse.impossible to reverse.

 This repThis report examiort examines climatnes climate changee change inin threthreee sectsectionsions: the mechan-: the mechan-

ics of climate change; the impact of climate change; and the re-ics of climate change; the impact of climate change; and the re-

sponse to climate change.sponse to climate change.

 The mechanics of climatThe mechanics of climate changee change considers the jouconsiders the journey from hu-rney from hu-

man activity to COman activity to CO22 emissions, from COemissions, from CO22 emissions emissions toto atmosphericatmospheric

COCO22 concentraticoncentrations, from ons, from atmosphericatmospheric COCO22 concconcentrentrationations s toto thethe

global temperature and from the global temperature to the globalglobal temperature and from the global temperature to the global

climate. The climate system is complclimate. The climate system is complex, non-linearex, non-linear and dynamiand dynamic.c.

There is considerable inertia in the system so that emissions in theThere is considerable inertia in the system so that emissions in the

coming decades will continue to affect the coming decades will continue to affect the climate for centuries toclimate for centuries to

come in a way come in a way that is likely to be irreversiblethat is likely to be irreversible.. Uncertainty is en-Uncertainty is en-

demic, not just about modal effects but also about the shape of thedemic, not just about modal effects but also about the shape of the

probability distribuprobability distributions, especially how fat tions, especially how fat the tails are.the tails are.

 The impact The impact of climate chof climate changeange is broad bis broad based coverinased covering GDP,g GDP, thethe

capital stock,capital stock, health, mortalityhealth, mortality, water stress, famine, displacemen, water stress, famine, displacement,t,

migration,migration, political spolitical stress,tress, conflict, conflict, biodiversitbiodiversity and speciy and species surviv-es surviv-

al. Uncertainty is endemic here as well, trying to evaluate the im-al. Uncertainty is endemic here as well, trying to evaluate the im-

pact of a climate that the earth hasn’t seen for many millions of pact of a climate that the earth hasn’t seen for many millions of 

years.years. Empirical estimatEmpirical estimates based on the variability of the climaes based on the variability of the climate inte in

recent decades likely massively recent decades likely massively underestimate the effects.underestimate the effects.

 The response to climate chanThe response to climate changege should be motishould be motivated not only byvated not only by

central estimates of outcomes but also central estimates of outcomes but also by the likelihood of extremeby the likelihood of extreme

events (from the tails of the probability distribution). We cannotevents (from the tails of the probability distribution). We cannot

rule out catastrophic outcomes where human life as we know it isrule out catastrophic outcomes where human life as we know it is

threatened.threatened.

 To contain the change in the climate, global net emissions need toTo contain the change in the climate, global net emissions need to

reach zero by the second half of thisreach zero by the second half of this century. Althoucentury. Although much isgh much is

happening at the micro level, it is hard to envisage enough changehappening at the micro level, it is hard to envisage enough change

taking place at the macro level without a global carbon tax.taking place at the macro level without a global carbon tax.

 But, this is not going But, this is not going to happen anytime soon. Developed econo-to happen anytime soon. Developed econo-

mies, whomies, who are responsiblare responsible for most of the cumulative emissie for most of the cumulative emissions,ons,

worry about competitiveness and jobs. Meanwhile, Emerging andworry about competitiveness and jobs. Meanwhile, Emerging and

Developing economiesDeveloping economies, who are , who are responsiblresponsible for e for much less of much less of thethe

cumulative emcumulative emissions,issions, still see carbon intensistill see carbon intensive activity as a way of ve activity as a way of 

raising living standards. It is a raising living standards. It is a global problem but no global solu-global problem but no global solu-

tion is in sight.tion is in sight.
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IntroductionIntroduction

In the 800,000 years In the 800,000 years prior to the industrial revolution, theprior to the industrial revolution, the
atmospheric concentration of COatmospheric concentration of CO22 oscillated in a range fromoscillated in a range from
170ppm (parts per million) to 300ppm. This ebb 170ppm (parts per million) to 300ppm. This ebb and flow inand flow in
COCO22 emissions wemissions wasas mainly driven by mainly driven by volcanic activitvolcanic activity andy and
ocean fissures. Since the industrial revolution, COocean fissures. Since the industrial revolution, CO22 concen-concen-
trations have climbed dramatically to trations have climbed dramatically to the current level ofthe current level of
around 410ppm (Figure 1).around 410ppm (Figure 1).11 This increase in COThis increase in CO22 concentra-concentra-
tions reflects the burtions reflects the burning of fossil fuelsning of fossil fuels for electricity generafor electricity genera--
tion and transportation, industrialization, and changes in ag-tion and transportation, industrialization, and changes in ag-
riculture and land use riculture and land use (deforestation).(deforestation).

There There has beehas beenn a relata relatively closively close relatie relationship betwonship betweeneen COCO22

concentrationsconcentrations and temperature over the land temperature over the last 800,000 yearsast 800,000 years
(Fi(Figurguree 2)2)..22 These long run estimates of COThese long run estimates of CO22 concentrationsconcentrations
and temperature are based on ice and temperature are based on ice core data from Antarcticacore data from Antarctica
so they are not so they are not estimates of global conditions. But the im-estimates of global conditions. But the im-

 pression is ver pression is very strong. Over the y strong. Over the last 800,000 yealast 800,000 years, throughrs, through
toto the midthe middle of thdle of the 19the 19th centcentury, aury, as COs CO22 concentrations os-concentrations os-
cillated in a 170ppm to cillated in a 170ppm to 300ppm range, the Antarctic tempera-300ppm range, the Antarctic tempera-
tureture oscillated oscillated in a rangin a range from -3.5°e from -3.5°C to +6.C to +6.3°C3°C (relative (relative toto
the average temperature over the last 1000 the average temperature over the last 1000 years).years).

More recent data indicMore recent data indicate that the increase inate that the increase in the global aver-the global aver-
age surface temperature since pre-industrial times has beenage surface temperature since pre-industrial times has been

11 LüthiLüthi et al, High-resolution carbon dioxidet al, High-resolution carbon dioxide concentration recorde concentration record
650,000-80650,000-800,0000,000 years before presenyears before present.t.  Nature Nature, Vol. 453, pp. 379-, Vol. 453, pp. 379-
382, 15 May 2008.; Petit et al, Climate and atmospheric history of382, 15 May 2008.; Petit et al, Climate and atmospheric history of
the past 420,000 yethe past 420,000 years fromars from the Vostok ice core, Antthe Vostok ice core, Antarctica,arctica,  Nature Nature

399: 429-436399: 429-436.; C. D. .; C. D. KeelingKeeling et al, Exchanges of atmospheric CO2et al, Exchanges of atmospheric CO2
and 13CO2 with the terrestrial biosphere and oceans from 1978 toand 13CO2 with the terrestrial biosphere and oceans from 1978 to
2000. I. Global aspects, SIO Reference Series, No. 01-06, Scripps2000. I. Global aspects, SIO Reference Series, No. 01-06, Scripps
Institution of Oceanography, San Diego, 88 pages, 2001.Institution of Oceanography, San Diego, 88 pages, 2001.

22 Lüthi et al, High-resolution carbon dioxide concentration recordLüthi et al, High-resolution carbon dioxide concentration record
650,000-800,000 years before present.650,000-800,000 years before present.  Nature Nature, Vol. 453, pp. 379-, Vol. 453, pp. 379-
382, 15 May 2008; Friedrich, T. et al., Nonlinear climate sensitivity382, 15 May 2008; Friedrich, T. et al., Nonlinear climate sensitivity
and its implications for future greenhouse warming, Science Ad-and its implications for future greenhouse warming, Science Ad-
vances, Vol. 2, 2016vances, Vol. 2, 2016

around 1°around 1°CC (Fig(Figure 3).ure 3).33 This has been associated with a riseThis has been associated with a rise
iinn CCOO22 concentrations from 280ppm to around concentrations from 280ppm to around 410ppm.410ppm.
However, given the long lags between However, given the long lags between emissions and temper-emissions and temper-
ature,ature, thethe global temglobal temperature wperature will keill keep rising ep rising in the in the comingcoming
decadecadesdes even if even if COCO22 concentrations are stabilized at currentconcentrations are stabilized at current
levels.levels.

Increases in the global average surface temperature affect theIncreases in the global average surface temperature affect the
earth’s climatearth’s climate system. This syste system. This systemem is complex, non-linearis complex, non-linear
andand dynamic. It dynamic. It is helpful is helpful to think to think of the climateof the climate as the pas the prob-rob-
ability distribution of weather outcomes.ability distribution of weather outcomes.44 Each day’s weatherEach day’s weather
comes from this distribution. In fact, the climate system co-comes from this distribution. In fact, the climate system co-
vers more than what we vers more than what we normally think of as the normally think of as the weather— weather— 
temperature, precipitatiotemperature, precipitation, wind, cloudiness n, wind, cloudiness and storms. Itand storms. It
also covers complex features such as snow and ice cover, thealso covers complex features such as snow and ice cover, the
sea level, atmospheric and ocean sea level, atmospheric and ocean circulation patterns (such ascirculation patterns (such as
the Gulf Streamthe Gulf Stream and the El Niño Southern Oscillatioand the El Niño Southern Oscillation). All ofn). All of
these interact in complex, non-linear and dynamic ways. Ofthese interact in complex, non-linear and dynamic ways. Of

 particular impor particular importance are posititance are positive feedback mechanismve feedback mechanismss

33 Morice, C. P., J. J. Kennedy, N. A. Rayner, and P. D. Jones, Quan-Morice, C. P., J. J. Kennedy, N. A. Rayner, and P. D. Jones, Quan-
tifying uncertainties in global and regional temperature change us-tifying uncertainties in global and regional temperature change us-
ing an ensemble of ing an ensemble of observationobservational estimates: The HadCRUT4 da-al estimates: The HadCRUT4 da-
taset, 2012taset, 2012
44 Auffhammer, M., Quantifying economic damages from climateAuffhammer, M., Quantifying economic damages from climate
change. JEP, Fall 2018change. JEP, Fall 2018
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which create amplification in response to initial shocks. Duewhich create amplification in response to initial shocks. Due
to this complexity, climate models, even if they are to this complexity, climate models, even if they are huge,huge,
don’tdon’t fully captfully capture everything thure everything that is going on.at is going on.

If we think of If we think of the climate as a probability distribution cover-the climate as a probability distribution cover-
ing weather and these ing weather and these other aspects, climate change refers toother aspects, climate change refers to
a shift in the moments of a shift in the moments of this probability distribution. Andthis probability distribution. And
what matters is not simply the mean what matters is not simply the mean and variance, but alsoand variance, but also
the skewness and kurtosis. Skewness and kurtosis determinethe skewness and kurtosis. Skewness and kurtosis determine
the fatness of the fatness of the tails—the likelihood of low-probability,the tails—the likelihood of low-probability,
extreme events.extreme events.

The Paris agreement on climate change, adopted in Decem-The Paris agreement on climate change, adopted in Decem-
 ber ber 2015, has a centr2015, has a central objective of al objective of limiting the rlimiting the rise in theise in the
globalglobal temperature “to weltemperature “to well below 2°C above pre-indusl below 2°C above pre-industrialtrial
times,times, and to and to pursue effortpursue efforts tos to limit tlimit the temperathe temperature increaseure increase
eveneven further to 1.5°Cfurther to 1.5°C.” This objective i.” This objective is to be met by the ends to be met by the end
of theof the century. Gcentury. Given that the riiven that the rise in atmospherise in atmospheric COc CO22 hashas
alreadyalready increased increased the glthe globalobal temperature temperature by around by around 1°C r1°C rela-ela-
tive totive to pre-industrial pre-industrial times,times, and there and there is a lis a lagged effect agged effect still tostill to
come,come, these Pthese Paris objaris objectives ectives look challlook challenging,enging, especialespeciallyly
with the US decisiowith the US decision to leave the Paris Accordn to leave the Paris Accord (Table 1,(Table 1,
RCP8.5 is a BAU pathway).RCP8.5 is a BAU pathway).

Global greenhouse gas (GHG)Global greenhouse gas (GHG)55 emissions in 2017 wereemissions in 2017 were
around 52GtCOaround 52GtCO22eq (gigatonnes of COeq (gigatonnes of CO22 equivalent). If no newequivalent). If no new

 policies are ena policies are enacted relative tcted relative to what was legio what was legislated as of tslated as of thehe
end of 2017, emissions would rise end of 2017, emissions would rise to 60GtCOto 60GtCO22eq by 2030eq by 2030
and 70GtCOand 70GtCO22eq by the end of the century (Figure 4, Busi-eq by the end of the century (Figure 4, Busi-
ness-as-usual (BAU) scenario). This would likely mean aness-as-usual (BAU) scenario). This would likely mean a
global temperature increase of around 3.5°C at the end global temperature increase of around 3.5°C at the end of theof the
century relative to pre-industrial times. To achieve the Pariscentury relative to pre-industrial times. To achieve the Paris
objective of limiting the temperature increase to below 2°Cobjective of limiting the temperature increase to below 2°C
(with a 67% likelihood), global GHG emissions would have(with a 67% likelihood), global GHG emissions would have
to fall to 42GtCOto fall to 42GtCO22eq by 2030 and to minus 4GtCOeq by 2030 and to minus 4GtCO22eq by theeq by the
end of the century. To end of the century. To achieve the Paris objective of limitingachieve the Paris objective of limiting
the temperature increase to 1.5°C (with a 50% the temperature increase to 1.5°C (with a 50% likelihood),likelihood),
global emissions would need to decline to 39GtCOglobal emissions would need to decline to 39GtCO22eq byeq by
2030 and minus 10GtCO2030 and minus 10GtCO22eq by the end of the eq by the end of the centurycentury66..

55 Analysis of climate change either focuses on all greenhouse gasesAnalysis of climate change either focuses on all greenhouse gases
(GHG) measured in CO(GHG) measured in CO22 equivalents or just carbon dioxide. In thisequivalents or just carbon dioxide. In this
note we focus mainly on COnote we focus mainly on CO 22. Other GHG include methane, nitrous. Other GHG include methane, nitrous
oxide, hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons and sulphur hexafluo-oxide, hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons and sulphur hexafluo-
ride.ride.
66 Keramida, K., Tchung-Ming, S., Diaz-Vazquez, A.R., Weitzel,Keramida, K., Tchung-Ming, S., Diaz-Vazquez, A.R., Weitzel,
M., Rey Los Santos, L., Wojtowicz, K., Schade, B., Saveyn, B.,M., Rey Los Santos, L., Wojtowicz, K., Schade, B., Saveyn, B.,
Soria-Ramirez, A., Global Energy and Climate Outlook 2018: Sec-Soria-Ramirez, A., Global Energy and Climate Outlook 2018: Sec-
toral mitigation options towards a low-emissions economy, Europe-toral mitigation options towards a low-emissions economy, Europe-
an Commission, 2018an Commission, 2018

Table 1: IPCC Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs)Table 1: IPCC Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs)

COCO22 ccononcceennttrraat it ioon n  TeTemmppeerraattururee SSeea a  lelevveell

ppppmm °°CC mm

RRCCP  P  22..66 442200 11..0  0  ((00..33--11..77)) 00..44

RRCCP  P  44..55 665500 11..8  8  ((11..11--22..66)) 00..55

RRCCP  P  66 885500 22..2  2  ((11..44--33..11)) 00..55

RRCCP  P  88..55 11337700 33..7  7  ((22..66--44..88)) 00..66

Source: IPCCSource: IPCC

COCO22 emissions dominate overall GHG emissions dominate overall GHG emissions, accountingemissions, accounting
for almost 70% of total emissions. COfor almost 70% of total emissions. CO22 emissions— emissions— 
generated by power generated by power production, industry, transport, agricul-production, industry, transport, agricul-
ture and deforestation—are currently on an ture and deforestation—are currently on an unsustainableunsustainable
trajectorytrajectory (Table 2). If no steps ar(Table 2). If no steps are taken to change the pathe taken to change the path
of emissions, the global temperature will rise, rainfall pat-of emissions, the global temperature will rise, rainfall pat-
terns will change creating both droughts and terns will change creating both droughts and floods, wildfiresfloods, wildfires
will become more frequent and more intense, sea will become more frequent and more intense, sea levels willlevels will
rise, heat-related morbidity and mortality will increase,rise, heat-related morbidity and mortality will increase,
oceans will become more acidic, and storms and cyclonesoceans will become more acidic, and storms and cyclones
will become more frequent and more intense will become more frequent and more intense (Figures 5(Figures 577 andand
6688). And as these changes occur, life will become ). And as these changes occur, life will become more diffi-more diffi-
cult for humans and other species on the planet.cult for humans and other species on the planet.

77 Siddall, M., Rohling, E.J., Almogi-Labin, a., Hemleben, C.,Siddall, M., Rohling, E.J., Almogi-Labin, a., Hemleben, C.,
Meischner, D., Schmelzer, I., Smeed, D.A., Sea-level fluctuationsMeischner, D., Schmelzer, I., Smeed, D.A., Sea-level fluctuations
during the last glacial cycle, Nature, Vol. 423, pp. 853-858, 2003.during the last glacial cycle, Nature, Vol. 423, pp. 853-858, 2003.
Petit J.R., Jouzel J., Raynaud D., Barkov N.I., Delmotte M., Kotlya-Petit J.R., Jouzel J., Raynaud D., Barkov N.I., Delmotte M., Kotlya-
kov V.M., Legrand M., Lipenkov V., Lorius C., Pépin L., Ritz C.,kov V.M., Legrand M., Lipenkov V., Lorius C., Pépin L., Ritz C.,
Saltzman E., Stievenard M., Climate and Atmospheric History ofSaltzman E., Stievenard M., Climate and Atmospheric History of
the Past 420,000 years from the Vostok Ice Core, Antarctica, Na-the Past 420,000 years from the Vostok Ice Core, Antarctica, Na-
ture, 399, pp.429-436, 1999.ture, 399, pp.429-436, 1999.
88 Extreme events include geophysical, meteorological, hydrologicalExtreme events include geophysical, meteorological, hydrological
and climatological events that “have caused at least one fatalityand climatological events that “have caused at least one fatality
and/or produced and/or produced normalised losses ≥US$ 110k, 300k, 1m normalised losses ≥US$ 110k, 300k, 1m or 3mor 3m
(depending on the assigned World Bank income group of the affect-(depending on the assigned World Bank income group of the affect-
ed counted country),”ry),” Munich ReMunich Re, 2019, 2019
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Figure 4: Global greenhouse gas emissionsFigure 4: Global greenhouse gas emissions

Source: See footnote 6, J.P. MorganSource: See footnote 6, J.P. Morgan
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TableTable 2: Global green2: Global greenhouse gas emissiohouse gas emissions to meet Paris 2°C objec-ns to meet Paris 2°C objec-
tivetive
GtCOGtCO22eqeq (gigato(gigatonnes of COnnes of CO22 equivalent)equivalent)

22001100 22002200 22003300 22005500

TToottaal  l  GGHHG  G  eemmiissssiioonnss 4477..55 5533..00 4422..22 1177..99

COCO22 eemmiissssiioonns  s  ffrroom  m  ffuueel  l  ccoommbbuussttiioonn 3300..77 3355..44 2299..77 1122..11

PPoowweer  r  ggeenneerraattiioonn//ddiissttrriicct  t  hheeaattiinngg 1111..66 1133..55 99..44 22..00

IInndduussttrryy 66..11 66..44 66..00 22..33

BBuuiillddiinnggss 22..99 22..99 22..44 11..44

 Agriculture Agriculture 0.40.4 0.50.5 0.40.4 0.20.2

TTrraannssppoorrtt 77..11 88..66 77..99 44..00

OOtthheerr 22..66 33..66 33..66 22..22

CCS (COCCS (CO22 ccaappttuurreedd)) 00..00 00..00 00..00 11..22

Source: Tchung-Ming, S., Diaz-Vazquez, A. R., Keramidas, K., Global Source: Tchung-Ming, S., Diaz-Vazquez, A. R., Keramidas, K., Global Energy and ClimateEnergy and Climate
Outlook 2018:GHG and energy balances 2018 GHG and energy balances –Outlook 2018:GHG and energy balances 2018 GHG and energy balances – SupplementSupplementaryary
material to "Global Energy and Climate Outlook 2018: Sectoral mitigation options towards amaterial to "Global Energy and Climate Outlook 2018: Sectoral mitigation options towards a
low-emissions economy." EUR 29573 EN, Publications Office low-emissions economy." EUR 29573 EN, Publications Office of the European Union, Lux-of the European Union, Lux-
embourg, 201embourg, 2018, 8, J.P. MorganJ.P. Morgan

Although the direction of travel is clear, the Although the direction of travel is clear, the challenge is tochallenge is to
determine the pace of the change and the extent of the dam-determine the pace of the change and the extent of the dam-
ageage that climate change withat climate change will inflict. Oll inflict. Only then can decisionsnly then can decisions

 be made about appro be made about appropriate changes, eipriate changes, either to adapt tther to adapt to climateo climate
change or change or to mitigate to to mitigate to reduce emissions. Unfortunatelreduce emissions. Unfortunately,y,
decision making is hard because uncertainty pervades thedecision making is hard because uncertainty pervades the
world of cliworld of climate change, imate change, in fourn four key wayskey ways..

First, there is uncertainty about the path of First, there is uncertainty about the path of emissions. Popu-emissions. Popu-
lation and economic growth are key drivers of lation and economic growth are key drivers of emissions.emissions.
Uncertainty about population growth is due to wide rangesUncertainty about population growth is due to wide ranges
for fertility and longevity (seefor fertility and longevity (see herehere)). Uncertainty about. Uncertainty about
growth in GDP per capitgrowth in GDP per capita is due to wide ranges fa is due to wide ranges foror produc-produc-
tivity growth (driven by technitivity growth (driven by technical change, institutcal change, institutionsions andand
structural policies). Uncertainty about the path structural policies). Uncertainty about the path of emissionsof emissions
also relates to the role of also relates to the role of technology in improving both thetechnology in improving both the
energy efficiency of economic activity and the energy efficiency of economic activity and the COCO22 intensityintensity
of energy of energy production (principally electricity).production (principally electricity).

Second, there is uncSecond, there is uncertainty aboutertainty about the impact of COthe impact of CO22 concen-concen-
trations on the global temperature. The key issue here trations on the global temperature. The key issue here is theis the
value of the Equilibrium Climate Sensitivityvalue of the Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity (ECS), which(ECS), which

 predicts the change i predicts the change in the global an the global average surface temverage surface temperatureperature
for each doubling of COfor each doubling of CO22 concentrationsconcentrations in the in the atmosphere.atmosphere.
There is huge uncertaintyThere is huge uncertainty about the mean of this probabiliabout the mean of this probabilityty
distribution and the shape of distribution and the shape of the distribution around thethe distribution around the
mean.mean. Of particular importOf particular importance is the fatness of the taiance is the fatness of the tails.ls.

Third, there is uncertainty about the broader impact of Third, there is uncertainty about the broader impact of risingrising
temperatures on other aspects of the temperatures on other aspects of the climate, e.g. the fre-climate, e.g. the fre-
quency and intensity of extreme weather events and quency and intensity of extreme weather events and the risethe rise
in the sea level.in the sea level.

And fourth, there is uncertainty about how the And fourth, there is uncertainty about how the change in thechange in the
climate affects GDP and other important issues such as heat-climate affects GDP and other important issues such as heat-
related mortality and morbidity, famine, water stress, migra-related mortality and morbidity, famine, water stress, migra-
tion, conflict, species survival and tion, conflict, species survival and biodiversitybiodiversity..

Clearly humans and other animals have adapted to Clearly humans and other animals have adapted to live inlive in
 pretty diverse  pretty diverse parts of the world wparts of the world with very differeith very differentnt climates.climates.
The issue now is the pace and magnitude of the upcomingThe issue now is the pace and magnitude of the upcoming
changechange in the climate. Due to tin the climate. Due to the impact of human actihe impact of human activity,vity,
atmospheric COatmospheric CO22 concentrations are increasing at a concentrations are increasing at a fasterfaster

 pace than ever seen  pace than ever seen before and the clbefore and the climate is respondimate is responding ac-ing ac-
cordingly. Although precise predictions are not possible, it iscordingly. Although precise predictions are not possible, it is
clear that the clear that the earth is on an unsustainable trajectory. Some-earth is on an unsustainable trajectory. Some-
thing will have to change at some point if the human race isthing will have to change at some point if the human race is
goinggoing to surto survivevive..

FigurFigure 7e 7 illuillustrastrates how hutes how human actman activitivity influy influencesences thethe cli-cli-
mate, and then how the mate, and then how the climate influences human activity.climate influences human activity.
This special report follows the main threads of this This special report follows the main threads of this exhibit, inexhibit, in
three main sections:three main sections:

Section 1: the mechanics of climate change;Section 1: the mechanics of climate change;

Section 2: the impact of climate change;Section 2: the impact of climate change;

Section 3: the reSection 3: the response tosponse to climate changeclimate change..
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Section 1: The mechanics of climateSection 1: The mechanics of climate
changechange

In this section we In this section we consider the impact of human activity onconsider the impact of human activity on

the climate: the climate: from human actifrom human activity tovity to COCO22 emissions; from COemissions; from CO22

emissions to COemissions to CO22 concentrations; from COconcentrations; from CO22 concentraticoncentrations ons toto

the global temperature; and from the global temperature tothe global temperature; and from the global temperature to

the global climate.the global climate.

From human activity to COFrom human activity to CO22 emissionsemissions

The first step in The first step in the journey of climate change is the the journey of climate change is the impactimpact

of human activity on COof human activity on CO22 emissions.emissions.

To understand the evolution of To understand the evolution of emissions, it is helpful to lookemissions, it is helpful to look

at the Kaya identityat the Kaya identity (Table 3). This looks at four key dr(Table 3). This looks at four key driversivers

of emissions of COof emissions of CO22: population growth (P), growth of GDP: population growth (P), growth of GDP

 per capita (G per capita (GDP/P), the enDP/P), the energy intensity ergy intensity of the economyof the economy

(E/GDP), and the emissions intensity of energy production(E/GDP), and the emissions intensity of energy production

(GHG/E). The Kaya identity is:(GHG/E). The Kaya identity is:

GHG=P*(GDP/P)*(E/GDP)*(GHG/E)GHG=P*(GDP/P)*(E/GDP)*(GHG/E)

Table 3: The evolution of global GHG emissions 1990-2050Table 3: The evolution of global GHG emissions 1990-2050
GtCOGtCO22-eq to achieve 2°C Paris scenario-eq to achieve 2°C Paris scenario

Starting dateStarting date 11999900 22001155

GGHHG  G  eemmiissssiioonns  s  aat  t  ssttaarrtt 3355..55 4499..22

Contributions over next 25/35 yearsContributions over next 25/35 years

PPooppuullaattiioon  n  ggrroowwtthh 1133..77 77..55

GGrroowwtthh iin  n  GGDDPP//ccaappiittaa 2200..22 2255..99

EEnneerrggy  y  iinntteennssiitty  y  oof  f  GGDDPP --1155..33 --3355..99

CCaarrbboon  n  iinntteennssiitty  y  oof  f  eenneerrggyy --44..99 --2299..77

Ending dateEnding date 22001155 22005500

GGHHG  G  eemmiissssiioonns  s  aat  t  eenndd 4499..22 1177..00

Source: European Commission, Global Energy and Climate Outlook 2018, J.P. MorganSource: European Commission, Global Energy and Climate Outlook 2018, J.P. Morgan

The impact of population growth and growth in The impact of population growth and growth in GDP perGDP per

capita are straightforward: with an unchanged energy struc-capita are straightforward: with an unchanged energy struc-

ture they will exert upward pressure on ture they will exert upward pressure on emissions. The ener-emissions. The ener-

gy intensity of GDP depends on gy intensity of GDP depends on the sectoral structure of thethe sectoral structure of the

economy; on the energy effeconomy; on the energy efficiency oficiency of buildings, transport,buildings, transport,

and induand industrystry;; andand on chaon changes in land use (agrnges in land use (agriculiculture andture and

forestry). Finally, the emissions intensity of energy produc-forestry). Finally, the emissions intensity of energy produc-

tion depends on the shift from carbontion depends on the shift from carbon-producing energy-producing energy

sources (coal, gas and oil) sources (coal, gas and oil) to non-carbon sources (includingto non-carbon sources (including

nuclear and renewables).nuclear and renewables).

The world’s populThe world’s population is currently ation is currently around 7.7around 7.7 billion andbillion and

according to UN estimates it will reach 9.7bn according to UN estimates it will reach 9.7bn in 2050 andin 2050 and

10.9bn in 2100, due to the interaction between declining fer-10.9bn in 2100, due to the interaction between declining fer-

tility and increasing longevitytility and increasing longevity99. The pressure on . The pressure on emissionsemissions

from the population will contfrom the population will continue to increaseinue to increase in the comingin the coming

decades, but at a slower pace than in recent decades as thedecades, but at a slower pace than in recent decades as the

growth igrowth inn the global the global population spopulation slows. Frlows. Fromom 1980 to 1980 to 2015,2015,

the global population increased by 66%. Between 2015 the global population increased by 66%. Between 2015 andand

2050 it is expected to increase by 32%. The slowdown in2050 it is expected to increase by 32%. The slowdown in

 population grow population growth in the coming th in the coming decades reflects adecades reflects an assumedn assumed

further decline in the global fertility rates (children per adultfurther decline in the global fertility rates (children per adult

female), from female), from 3.9 in 19803.9 in 1980 to 2.5 in to 2.5 in 2019,2019, to an assumeto an assumed 2.2d 2.2

in 2050 in 2050 and an assuand an assumed 1.9med 1.9 in 2100.in 2100. Meanwhile, Meanwhile, life life expec-expec-

tancy at birth has increased from 60.tancy at birth has increased from 60.33 years in 1980, tyears in 1980, to 72.0o 72.0

years in 2019, and is expected to reach around 76.8 years inyears in 2019, and is expected to reach around 76.8 years in

2050 and 81.2050 and 81.77 years iyears in 2100.n 2100.

Generating a long-run forecast of the growth in Generating a long-run forecast of the growth in GDP per cap-GDP per cap-

ita at a global level is very challenging due to huge uncertain-ita at a global level is very challenging due to huge uncertain-

ties about productivity growth (driven by technological pro-ties about productivity growth (driven by technological pro-

gress, physical capital, human capital and gress, physical capital, human capital and structural reform)structural reform)

and the extent to and the extent to which the population participates in the la-which the population participates in the la-

 bor force (infl bor force (influenced by longevity uenced by longevity and pension systeand pension systems).ms).

After growing at a 2.8% pace in tAfter growing at a 2.8% pace in the decade throughhe decade through 2007 and2007 and

99 United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Pop-United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Pop-

ulation Division,ulation Division, World PopulatioWorld Population Prospects 2019: Highlightsn Prospects 2019: Highlights
(ST/ESA/SER.A/423), 2019(ST/ESA/SER.A/423), 2019
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at a 2.4% pace in at a 2.4% pace in the decade after 2008, the OECD projectsthe decade after 2008, the OECD projects
that global GDP per capitthat global GDP per capita willa will increase by 2.3% a year fromincrease by 2.3% a year from
20220200 to 205to 2050.0.1010 This is close to the This is close to the estimate by Christensen etestimate by Christensen et
al,al,1111 who forecast an average increase in who forecast an average increase in global GDP per cap-global GDP per cap-
ita of 2.1%ita of 2.1% per yeaper yearr in the in the period 2010-2100. period 2010-2100. They alsThey also high-o high-
lightlight the considerable uncertthe considerable uncertainty around this estimatainty around this estimate, with ae, with a
standard deviation of 1.1%-pts. If the distribution is normal,standard deviation of 1.1%-pts. If the distribution is normal,
with 68% of the distribution within one standard with 68% of the distribution within one standard deviation ofdeviation of
the mean, then there is a the mean, then there is a 16% likelihood that the growth of16% likelihood that the growth of
global GDP per capita will be below 1% and a 16% likeli-global GDP per capita will be below 1% and a 16% likeli-
hood that it will be hood that it will be above 3.2%. A low global growth rateabove 3.2%. A low global growth rate
through 2100 would ease through 2100 would ease pressure on emissions, while a highpressure on emissions, while a high
growth rate would add pressure, unless offset by greater growth rate would add pressure, unless offset by greater cli-cli-
mate mitigatimate mitigationon policy and technolpolicy and technological change.ogical change.

Table 4: Decomposition of GHG emissions to meet 2°C targetTable 4: Decomposition of GHG emissions to meet 2°C target
 Annual changes Annual changes

Energy intensity ofEnergy intensity of
GDPGDP

Emissions intensity ofEmissions intensity of
energy productionenergy production

11999900--22001155 --00..661122 --00..119966
22001155--22005500 --11..002266 --00..884499
%  %  cchhaannggee 6688 333322
Source: European Commission, Global energy and climate change, 2018, Source: European Commission, Global energy and climate change, 2018, J.P. MorganJ.P. Morgan

Given these developmentsGiven these developments in population and GDin population and GDP per capita,P per capita,
future emissions will depend on the energy intensity of GDPfuture emissions will depend on the energy intensity of GDP
and the emissions intensity of energy production. Both ofand the emissions intensity of energy production. Both of
these drivers of emissithese drivers of emissions have declinedons have declined in recent decades,in recent decades,

 but to achieve  but to achieve the Paris the Paris objective of limiting objective of limiting the temperaturthe temperaturee
increase tincrease to less to less thanhan 2°C,2°C, the pace of the pace of decline has decline has to pick upto pick up
significantly. Table 4significantly. Table 4 shows the declines ishows the declines in the energy inten-n the energy inten-
sity of GDP and the emissions intensity of energy productionsity of GDP and the emissions intensity of energy production
over the period 1990 over the period 1990 to 2015. To meet the to 2015. To meet the Paris 2°C objec-Paris 2°C objec-
tive, the annual pace of decline of the tive, the annual pace of decline of the energy intensity ofenergy intensity of
GDP has to almost double while the GDP has to almost double while the annual pace of declineannual pace of decline
of emissions intensity of energy production has to of emissions intensity of energy production has to increaseincrease
almost fourfold, according to the EC calculations.almost fourfold, according to the EC calculations.

From COFrom CO22 emissions to COemissions to CO22 concentrationsconcentrations

The next step in the The next step in the journey of climate change is the impactjourney of climate change is the impact
of cumulative COof cumulative CO22 emissions on COemissions on CO22 concentrations in theconcentrations in the
atmosphere. It is the stock of COatmosphere. It is the stock of CO22 inin the atmothe atmosphersphere that im-e that im-

 pacts the global  pacts the global temperature, rtemperature, rather than the father than the flow of COlow of CO22

emissionsemissions.. Changes in atmospheric COChanges in atmospheric CO22 concentrations de-concentrations de-
 pend on the net e pend on the net effect of emissiffect of emissions from power geons from power generation,neration,
industry, transport and changes in land use, on industry, transport and changes in land use, on the one hand,the one hand,

1010 OECD, “Long-term baseline projections, No. 103,” OECD Eco-OECD, “Long-term baseline projections, No. 103,” OECD Eco-
nomic Outlnomic Outlook: Statistics and Projectionsook: Statistics and Projections (database),(database),
https://doi.org/10.1787/68465614-enhttps://doi.org/10.1787/68465614-en (accessed on 30 December(accessed on 30 December
2019), 2019.2019), 2019.
1111 Christensen, P., Gillingham, K., Nordhaus, W., Uncertainty inChristensen, P., Gillingham, K., Nordhaus, W., Uncertainty in
forecasts of long-run economic growth, PNAS, Vol. 115, 2018forecasts of long-run economic growth, PNAS, Vol. 115, 2018

and absorption of COand absorption of CO22 by natural car by natural carbon sinks (treebon sinks (trees and oth-s and oth-
er plants, the soiler plants, the soil and the oceans), on the otand the oceans), on the other hand. Theher hand. The
Global Carbon Project estimates how these carbon sinks haveGlobal Carbon Project estimates how these carbon sinks have
evolved over recent decades (Table 5). But there is huge un-evolved over recent decades (Table 5). But there is huge un-
certainty about how this carbon cycle works and certainty about how this carbon cycle works and how it willhow it will
evolve. Indeed, there is a concern tevolve. Indeed, there is a concern thathat elevated atmospherelevated atmosphericic
COCO22 concentrations will decrease the absorptive power ofconcentrations will decrease the absorptive power of
these natural carbon sinks, as they these natural carbon sinks, as they either get saturated or di-either get saturated or di-
minish in sminish in size (deforestatize (deforestation)ion) (Figure 8).(Figure 8).1212

Table 5: Global carbon emissions and carbon sinksTable 5: Global carbon emissions and carbon sinks
GtC0GtC022, annual averages, annual averages

COCO22 emis-emis-
sionssions

Land useLand use
changechange

emissionsemissions
OOcceeaan  n  ssiinnkk LLaannd  d  ssiinnkk

11996600--11996699 1111..2299 55..3388 33..7744 44..3399

11997700--11997799 1177..1122 44..3300 44..8877 77..5577

11998800--11998899 1199..9955 44..3399 66..3311 66..6600

11999900--11999999 2222..9999 44..9966 77..2200 88..6688

22000000--22000099 2288..4411 44..6699 77..7766 99..9922

22001100--22001177 3355..0044 55..4422 99..1100 1111..5500

Source: Boden, T. A., Marland, G., and Andres, R. J.: Global, Regional, and National Fossil-Source: Boden, T. A., Marland, G., and Andres, R. J.: Global, Regional, and National Fossil-
Fuel CO2 Emissions, Oak Fuel CO2 Emissions, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, U.S. Department of Energy, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, U.S. Department of Energy, Oak Ridge,Ridge,
Tenn., U.S.A., doi 10.3334/CDIAC/00001_V20Tenn., U.S.A., doi 10.3334/CDIAC/00001_V2017, 2017; available 17, 2017; available at: http://cdiac.ess-at: http://cdiac.ess-
dive.lbl.gov/trends/emis/overviewdive.lbl.gov/trends/emis/overview_2014.html, average of _2014.html, average of two bookkeeping models: two bookkeeping models: Houghton,Houghton,
R. A. and Nassikas, A. A.: Global and regional flR. A. and Nassikas, A. A.: Global and regional fl uxes of carbon from land use and land coveruxes of carbon from land use and land cover
change 1850-2015, Global Biogeochechange 1850-2015, Global Biogeochemical Cycles, 31, 456-472, 2017; mical Cycles, 31, 456-472, 2017; Hansis, E., Davis, S.Hansis, E., Davis, S.
J., and Pongratz, J.: Relevance of methodological choices for accounting of land use changeJ., and Pongratz, J.: Relevance of methodological choices for accounting of land use change
carbon fluxes, Global Biogeochemical Cycles, carbon fluxes, Global Biogeochemical Cycles, 29, 1230-1246, 2015, Le Quéré et al. 29, 1230-1246, 2015, Le Quéré et al. 2018b,2018b,
J.P. MorganJ.P. Morgan

1212 Hansen, M. C., P. V. Potapov, R. Moore, M. Hancher, S. A.Hansen, M. C., P. V. Potapov, R. Moore, M. Hancher, S. A.
Turubanova, A. Tyukavina, D. Thau, S. V. Stehman, S. J. Goetz, T.Turubanova, A. Tyukavina, D. Thau, S. V. Stehman, S. J. Goetz, T.
R.R. Loveland, A. KommareLoveland, A. Kommareddy, A. Egorov, L. Chiniddy, A. Egorov, L. Chini, C. O. Justice,, C. O. Justice,
and J. R. G. Townshend. 2013. “High-Resolution Global Maps of and J. R. G. Townshend. 2013. “High-Resolution Global Maps of 
21st-Century Forest Cover Change.” Science 342 (15 November):21st-Century Forest Cover Change.” Science 342 (15 November):
850–53.850–53.
“Loss” indicates the removal or mortality of tree cover and can be“Loss” indicates the removal or mortality of tree cover and can be
due to factors such due to factors such as mechanical harvesting, fire, disease, or stormas mechanical harvesting, fire, disease, or storm
damage, it does notdamage, it does not equate deforestaequate deforestation (Global Forest Wattion (Global Forest Watch,ch,
2019); Canopy cover threshold of more than or equal to 30% has2019); Canopy cover threshold of more than or equal to 30% has

 been used. been used.
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Figure 8: Global tree cover lossFigure 8: Global tree cover loss

Source: See footnote 12, J.P. MorganSource: See footnote 12, J.P. Morgan
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The UN Intergovernmental Panel on The UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)Climate Change (IPCC)
maps cumulative COmaps cumulative CO22 emissions from 2011-2100 onto at-emissions from 2011-2100 onto at-
mospheric COmospheric CO22 concentrations concentrations in 2100in 2100 (Table (Table 6).6).1313 A busi-A busi-
ness-as-usual policy would see atmospheric COness-as-usual policy would see atmospheric CO22 concentra-concentra-
tions in 2100 of tions in 2100 of 645-780ppm. This compares with the pre-645-780ppm. This compares with the pre-
industrial average of around 280ppm, and the industrial average of around 280ppm, and the current level ofcurrent level of
around 410ppm. If COaround 410ppm. If CO22 concentrations reach this level thereconcentrations reach this level there
is no likelihood of is no likelihood of meeting the Paris objectives.meeting the Paris objectives.

Table 6: From cumulative COTable 6: From cumulative CO22 emissions to temperature increasesemissions to temperature increases

Cumulative COCumulative CO22

emissions 2011emissions 2011
-- 2102100 GtCO0 GtCO22

COCO22 concentra-concentra-
tions in 2100tions in 2100

ppmppm

Temperature inTemperature in
2100 relative to2100 relative to
1850 1850 -- 1900 °1900 °C*C*

Probability ofProbability of
exceeding 2°Cexceeding 2°C

gain in tempera-gain in tempera-
ture %ture %

66330  0  -- 11118800 33990  0  -- 443355 11..6  6  ((11..0  0  -- 22..88)) 2255

99660  0  -- 11555500 44225  5  -- 446600 11..9  9  ((11..2  2  -- 33..33)) 4477

1177220  0  -- 22224400 44225  5  -- 552200 22..2  2  ((11..4  4  -- 33..66)) 6699

1188770  0  -- 22444400 55000  0  -- 554455 22..5  5  ((11..5  5  -- 44..22)) 8844

2255770  0  -- 33334400 55665  5  -- 661155 22..8  8  (  (  11..8  8  -- 44..55)) 9922

3366220  0  -- 44999900 66445  5  -- 778800 33..4  4  ((22..1  1  -- 55..88)) 9999

5533550  0  -- 77001100 88110  0  -- 997755 44..5  5  ((22..8  8  -- 77..88)) 110000

Source: IPCC (see footnote) *10th to 90th Source: IPCC (see footnote) *10th to 90th percentile in parenthesespercentile in parentheses

From COFrom CO22 concentrations to temperatureconcentrations to temperature

The next stepThe next step is the impact is the impact of atmospheric COof atmospheric CO22 concentra-concentra-
tions on temperature. This is referred to as the tions on temperature. This is referred to as the EquilibriumEquilibrium
Climate Sensitivity (ECSClimate Sensitivity (ECS), which is defined as the ), which is defined as the impact onimpact on
the global average surface temperature of a sustained dou-the global average surface temperature of a sustained dou-

 bling of CO bling of CO22 concentrations in the atmosphere, relative toconcentrations in the atmosphere, relative to
 pre-industrial ti pre-industrial times, once the clmes, once the climate system imate system has reached ahas reached a
new equilibrium. The ECS is estimated from complex cli-new equilibrium. The ECS is estimated from complex cli-
mate models and from the mate models and from the paleoclimate record.paleoclimate record.

The IPCC’s most recent estimate of the ECS is a The IPCC’s most recent estimate of the ECS is a range fromrange from
1.5°C to 4.5°C. Interestingly, this range has 1.5°C to 4.5°C. Interestingly, this range has changed verychanged very
little over recent decades despite a considerable research ef-little over recent decades despite a considerable research ef-
fort. A doubling of COfort. A doubling of CO22 concentrations would involve a riseconcentrations would involve a rise
from the pre-industrial average of around 280ppm tofrom the pre-industrial average of around 280ppm to
560ppm. With CO560ppm. With CO22 concentrations alconcentrations alreadyready around 410ppm, around 410ppm, aa
doubling from pre-industrial times will likely doubling from pre-industrial times will likely occur byoccur by
around 2070around 2070 in the in the absence of absence of a signifia significant change cant change inin policy.policy.

It is possible to argue It is possible to argue that the impact of ongoing emissionsthat the impact of ongoing emissions
on the climate will be modest. It on the climate will be modest. It is also possible to argue is also possible to argue thatthat
it will be catastrit will be catastrophic. If the ECS isophic. If the ECS is at the bottom of theat the bottom of the
IPCC’s range there would be little need for IPCC’s range there would be little need for a dramatic policya dramatic policy
of climate mitigation. If a doubling of COof climate mitigation. If a doubling of CO22 concentrations ledconcentrations led
to a temperature increase of 1.5°C, then it to a temperature increase of 1.5°C, then it would be reasona-would be reasona-

 ble to begin mi ble to begin mitigation efforttigation efforts modestly and buils modestly and build up gradual-d up gradual-

1313 IPCC, AR5 Climate Change 2014: Mitigation of Climate Change,IPCC, AR5 Climate Change 2014: Mitigation of Climate Change,
chapter 6, 2014chapter 6, 2014

ly over time. But, it seems very ly over time. But, it seems very unlikely that the ECS is asunlikely that the ECS is as
low as 1.5°C. There has been a 46% increase in COlow as 1.5°C. There has been a 46% increase in CO22 concen-concen-
trations since pre-industrial times, which has been accompa-trations since pre-industrial times, which has been accompa-
nied by an increase in the glnied by an increase in the globalobal average surface temaverage surface temperatureperature
of close to 1°C. Given that it takes time for COof close to 1°C. Given that it takes time for CO22 concentra-concentra-
tions to have their full effect on tions to have their full effect on global temperature, this sug-global temperature, this sug-
gests an Egests an ECS well CS well above the lowabove the lower end of er end of thethe IPCC’sIPCC’s range.range.

In contrast, an ECS in the In contrast, an ECS in the top half of the top half of the IPCC’s range wouldIPCC’s range would
 be of be of much greater concermuch greater concern. Gauging the consn. Gauging the consequences of aequences of a
temperature increase of 3–4.5°C is very difficult. The earthtemperature increase of 3–4.5°C is very difficult. The earth
has not seen an has not seen an average temperature 3°C above pre-industrialaverage temperature 3°C above pre-industrial
times for around fourtimes for around four million years and has not seen an avermillion years and has not seen an aver--
age temperature 4.5°C above pre-industrial times for at leastage temperature 4.5°C above pre-industrial times for at least
ten millten million yearsion years.. But if COBut if CO22 concentrations reach 700 ppm,concentrations reach 700 ppm,
which is quite likely under a Bwhich is quite likely under a BAU policyAU policy and would be 2.5and would be 2.5
times higher than the times higher than the pre-industrial averagepre-industrial average, and if the , and if the ECS isECS is
4.5, the top end 4.5, the top end of the IPCC’s range, the ultimate increase inof the IPCC’s range, the ultimate increase in
the global temperature would be around 11°C. This wouldthe global temperature would be around 11°C. This would
create huge challenges for the survival of the human race.create huge challenges for the survival of the human race.

The uncertainty over the ECS relates to how the climate sys-The uncertainty over the ECS relates to how the climate sys-
tem will change as the tem will change as the Earth warms. There are two keyEarth warms. There are two key
sources of uncertainty around the ECS: fast positive feedbacksources of uncertainty around the ECS: fast positive feedback
mechanisms, which work over a period of decades, and slowmechanisms, which work over a period of decades, and slow

 positive feedba positive feedback mechanisms, ck mechanisms, which work over which work over periods ofperiods of
hundreds or thousands of years. hundreds or thousands of years. These mechanisms eitherThese mechanisms either
increase tincrease the sthe stock ofock of COCO22 in the atmosphere or amplify thein the atmosphere or amplify the
impact of COimpact of CO22 concentrationsconcentrations on the globaon the global temperaturl temperature.e.

Fast positive feedback mechanisFast positive feedback mechanismsms refer to how a warmingrefer to how a warming
atmosphereatmosphere increasesincreases water water vapor and vapor and clouds, clouds, and reduceand reducess
snow asnow and sea ind sea ice,ce, whiwhichch wilwill changl change thee the impaimpact of ct of COCO22 con-con-
centrations centrations onon thethe global temperaglobal temperature. ture. Water vapoWater vapor is r is a GHGa GHG
so as the atmosphere warms the impact of COso as the atmosphere warms the impact of CO22 emissions onemissions on
the climate will increase. With snow and sea the climate will increase. With snow and sea ice there is anice there is an
albedo effect. As snow and albedo effect. As snow and sea ice melts, less sunlight is re-sea ice melts, less sunlight is re-
flected due to the darker nature of the land and sea. Thus,flected due to the darker nature of the land and sea. Thus,
warming-induced reduction in snow and sea-ice cover willwarming-induced reduction in snow and sea-ice cover will
also increase the climate’s sensitivity to a given COalso increase the climate’s sensitivity to a given CO22 concen-concen-
tration: an increase in the ECS. Tan et tration: an increase in the ECS. Tan et al.al.1414 argue that a sig-argue that a sig-
nificant amount of uncertainty about the ECS is due nificant amount of uncertainty about the ECS is due to theto the

 behavior of clouds.  behavior of clouds. They argue that They argue that climate models climate models fail tofail to
fully account for shifts in the composition of fully account for shifts in the composition of mixed-phasemixed-phase
clouds (those consisting of ice crystals and clouds (those consisting of ice crystals and supercooled liq-supercooled liq-
uid droplets). As uid droplets). As the temperature rises, mixed-phase cloudsthe temperature rises, mixed-phase clouds
reflect less sunlight back into space. These fast reflect less sunlight back into space. These fast positive feed-positive feed-

 back mechanisms wi back mechanisms will unfold over tll unfold over the coming decades, he coming decades, butbut

1414 Tan, I., Tan, I., Storelvmo, T., Zelinka, M. Storelvmo, T., Zelinka, M. D., Observational constraintD., Observational constraintss
on mixed-phase clouds imply higher climate sensitivity, Science,on mixed-phase clouds imply higher climate sensitivity, Science,
Vol. 352, 2016Vol. 352, 2016
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the precise impact on the Ethe precise impact on the ECS is uncertain.CS is uncertain. According to TaAccording to Tann
et al., the ECS could be in a range of 5°C to 5.3°C, signifi-et al., the ECS could be in a range of 5°C to 5.3°C, signifi-
cantly higher than the IPCC estimate.cantly higher than the IPCC estimate.

In addition to the fast posiIn addition to the fast positive feedback mechanismstive feedback mechanisms,, uncer-uncer-
tainty about the ECS over a longer horizon tainty about the ECS over a longer horizon is created by slowis created by slow

 positive feedback  positive feedback mechanisms, whicmechanisms, which operate over a peh operate over a periodriod
of centuries or even thousands of centuries or even thousands of years. Slow positive feed-of years. Slow positive feed-

 back mechanisms i back mechanisms include changes to atnclude changes to atmospheric circula-mospheric circula-
tions, ice sheet cover and the tions, ice sheet cover and the behavior of the oceans, vegeta-behavior of the oceans, vegeta-
tion and soil carbon sinks. They are slow because it takes ation and soil carbon sinks. They are slow because it takes a
long time for atmospheric conditilong time for atmospheric conditions toons to change and for icechange and for ice
sheets to melt. The concern about the slow positive feedbacksheets to melt. The concern about the slow positive feedback
mechanisms is that they may mechanisms is that they may have tipping points which occurhave tipping points which occur
much earlier, which create irreversible and much earlier, which create irreversible and possibly acceler-possibly acceler-
ated developments.ated developments.

Table 7: Positive climate feedback mechanismsTable 7: Positive climate feedback mechanisms

Type Type of of feedback feedback MechanismMechanism

Fast feedbacksFast feedbacks

WWaatteer  r  vvaappoorr TTrraappss hheeaat  t  iin  n  tthhe  e  aattmmoosspphheerree

CloudsClouds
High clouds trap heat in theHigh clouds trap heat in the

atmosphereatmosphere

 Arctic sea ice Arctic sea ice
Less reflection of sunlight andLess reflection of sunlight and

more heat absorptionmore heat absorption

GlaciersGlaciers
Less reflection of sunlight andLess reflection of sunlight and

more heat absorptionmore heat absorption

Slow feedbacksSlow feedbacks

Greenland and Antarctic ice sheetsGreenland and Antarctic ice sheets
Less reflection of sunlight andLess reflection of sunlight and

ocean circulationocean circulation

 Atlantic meridional overturning circulation Atlantic meridional overturning circulation Major reduction in strengthMajor reduction in strength

EEl  l  NNiinno  o  SSoouutthheerrn  n  oosscciillllaattiioonn IInnccrreeaasse  e  iin  n  aammpplliittuuddee

North North Atlantic Atlantic ocean ocean convection convection Major Major reduction reduction in in strengthstrength

PPeerrmmaaffrroosstt RReelleeaasse  e  CCOO22 and methaneand methane

RReedduucceed  d  ccaarrbboon  n  ssiinnkkss RReelleeaasse  e  CCOO22

 Amazon rainforest Amazon rainforest diebackdieback Release CORelease CO 22

BBoorreeaal  l  ffoorreesstt ddiieebbaacckk RReelleeaasse  e  CCOO 22

Source: Kopps, Shwom, Wagner and Yuan, Tipping elements and cliSource: Kopps, Shwom, Wagner and Yuan, Tipping elements and cli mate-economic shocks:mate-economic shocks:
Pathways toward integrated assessment, Earth's Future, 2016; NASA; Met Office; JPathways toward integrated assessment, Earth's Future, 2016; NASA; Met Office; J .P. Morgan.P. Morgan

ImporImportantltantly,y, tippitipping points areng points are eiteitherher about pasabout passing a point ofsing a point of
no return, where a reduction in COno return, where a reduction in CO22 concentrations would failconcentrations would fail
to return the climate tto return the climate to the original state, or aboo the original state, or aboutut a pick upa pick up
in the momentum of change, for example the speed at whichin the momentum of change, for example the speed at which
ice sheets melt. Theice sheets melt. They are not about cliffy are not about cliff-edge-edge abrupt changesabrupt changes
where the behavior of the cliwhere the behavior of the climate dramatically shimate dramatically shiftsfts in ain a
short period of time.short period of time.

Broadly speaBroadly speaking, there king, there are tware twoo types of types of tipping pointstipping points forfor
slow positive feedback mechanisms.slow positive feedback mechanisms.

FirsFirst, tt, thosehose tippitipping poing pointsnts that that incrincreaseease COCO22 emisemissionsions ins in thethe
atmosphere. Around half of anthropomorphic COatmosphere. Around half of anthropomorphic CO22 emissionsemissions
get absorget absorbed by vegetatbed by vegetation, soilion, soil and the oceansand the oceans (ca(carbonrbon

sinks). The concern is that the ability of sinks). The concern is that the ability of these sinks to absorbthese sinks to absorb
emissions declines as the temperature rises. This would in-emissions declines as the temperature rises. This would in-
crease the impact crease the impact ofof anthropomorphic emisanthropomorphic emissions on the cli-sions on the cli-
mate. There amate. There are also procesre also processesses that release more Cthat release more COO22 into theinto the
atmosphere. For example, as the frozen tundra in Canada andatmosphere. For example, as the frozen tundra in Canada and
Russia melts it will release CORussia melts it will release CO22 andand methane into methane into the atmos-the atmos-

 phere. Another examp phere. Another example is the risle is the risk of die-back k of die-back in the Amazonin the Amazon
and Boreal forestand Boreal forests, which would s, which would also increasealso increase COCO22 inin ththee
atmosphere. Again, both of these will increase the impact ofatmosphere. Again, both of these will increase the impact of
anthropomorphic emissions on the anthropomorphic emissions on the climate.climate.

And second, those tipping points that change And second, those tipping points that change the way thethe way the
ocean and atmospheric circulation systems work and amplifyocean and atmospheric circulation systems work and amplify
climate change relative to COclimate change relative to CO22 concentrationsconcentrations. . Examples hereExamples here
include, changes to the Indian monsoon, the include, changes to the Indian monsoon, the melting of themelting of the
Greenland and West Antarctic ice sheets, changes to the Greenland and West Antarctic ice sheets, changes to the At-At-
lantic Meridional Overturning circulation and the El lantic Meridional Overturning circulation and the El NiñoNiño
Southern Oscillation.Southern Oscillation.

There is huge uncertainty about when There is huge uncertainty about when these tipping pointsthese tipping points
might occur. Even if the might occur. Even if the full impact of the slow positivefull impact of the slow positive
feedback mecfeedback mechanismshanisms may take may take a long a long periodperiod to be to be felt, tfelt, thehe
tipping point could occur mtipping point could occur much sooner.uch sooner. In considering whereIn considering where
the dangerous threshold might be, Steffen et al.the dangerous threshold might be, Steffen et al.1515 suggest 2°Csuggest 2°C
“because of the risk that a “because of the risk that a 2°C warming could activate im-2°C warming could activate im-

 portant tipping e portant tipping elements, raisilements, raising the temperature ng the temperature further tofurther to
activate other tipping elements in a domino-like cascade thatactivate other tipping elements in a domino-like cascade that
could take the Earth System to could take the Earth System to even higher temperatures”.even higher temperatures”.

Some analysis suggests that the ECS is much Some analysis suggests that the ECS is much higher than thehigher than the
IPCC estimate. In a reconstruction of the climate of IPCC estimate. In a reconstruction of the climate of the lastthe last
784,000 years, Friedrich et al784,000 years, Friedrich et al1616 estimate an average ECS ofestimate an average ECS of
3.2°C, almost identical to the mid-point of the IPCC range.3.2°C, almost identical to the mid-point of the IPCC range.
But, they find that the ECS is But, they find that the ECS is very sensitive to the back-very sensitive to the back-
ground climate state. Thus, during glacial periods they esti-ground climate state. Thus, during glacial periods they esti-
mate an ECS of 1.8°C, while for mate an ECS of 1.8°C, while for interglacial periods theyinterglacial periods they
estimate an ECS of 4.9°C. Since we are estimate an ECS of 4.9°C. Since we are currently in an inter-currently in an inter-
glacial period, this ECS estimate is considerably higher thanglacial period, this ECS estimate is considerably higher than
the mid-point of the IPCC range. Using their model and the mid-point of the IPCC range. Using their model and thethe
IPCC RepresentatiIPCC Representative Concentration Pathwve Concentration Pathway (RCP)ay (RCP) scenarioscenario
8.5―broadly a8.5―broadly a business-as-usual ebusiness-as-usual emissions outloomissions outlook―theyk―they
estimate a global surface temperature increase from 1880 toestimate a global surface temperature increase from 1880 to
2100 of 5.9°C (with a likely r2100 of 5.9°C (with a likely range of 4.8°C to 7.4°C).ange of 4.8°C to 7.4°C). This isThis is

1515 Steffen, W., Rockstrom, J., Richardson, K., Lenton, T. M., Folke,Steffen, W., Rockstrom, J., Richardson, K., Lenton, T. M., Folke,
C., Liverman, D., Summerhayes, C. P., Barnosky, A. D., Cornell, S.C., Liverman, D., Summerhayes, C. P., Barnosky, A. D., Cornell, S.
E., Crucifix, M., Donges, J. F., Fetzer, I., Lade, S. L., Scheffer, M.,E., Crucifix, M., Donges, J. F., Fetzer, I., Lade, S. L., Scheffer, M.,
Winkelmann, R., Joachim Schellnhuber, H., Trajectories of theWinkelmann, R., Joachim Schellnhuber, H., Trajectories of the
Earth System in the Anthropocene, PNAS, 2018Earth System in the Anthropocene, PNAS, 2018
1616 Friedrich, T., Timmermann, A., Tigchelaar, M., Elison Timm, O.,Friedrich, T., Timmermann, A., Tigchelaar, M., Elison Timm, O.,
Ganopolski, A., Nonlinear climate sensitivity and its implicationsGanopolski, A., Nonlinear climate sensitivity and its implications
for future greenhouse warming, Sci. Adv., 2016for future greenhouse warming, Sci. Adv., 2016
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more than 2°Cmore than 2°C higher than the IPCC’higher than the IPCC’s central estimate of thes central estimate of the
impact of this RCP scenario.impact of this RCP scenario.

Over the long term the ECS is Over the long term the ECS is almost certainly higher thanalmost certainly higher than
the IPCC’s estimate, even leaving aside Friedrich et al.’sthe IPCC’s estimate, even leaving aside Friedrich et al.’s
work. Using the paleoclimate record, Hansen et alwork. Using the paleoclimate record, Hansen et al1717 argueargue
that the IPCC estimate of the ECS does that the IPCC estimate of the ECS does not fully account fornot fully account for
slow positive feedback mechanisms, which may take centu-slow positive feedback mechanisms, which may take centu-
ries or millennia to fully unfold. It is ries or millennia to fully unfold. It is estimated that if slowestimated that if slow
feedback mechanisms are fully included, the ECS rises tofeedback mechanisms are fully included, the ECS rises to
6°C, double the 6°C, double the IPCC estimate.IPCC estimate.

While Hansen et al.’s estimate of the ECS may take While Hansen et al.’s estimate of the ECS may take hundredshundreds
or thousands of years to be fully realized, Friedrich et al. ar-or thousands of years to be fully realized, Friedrich et al. ar-
gue that a higher ECS may have gue that a higher ECS may have an impact much sooner, byan impact much sooner, by
the end of this century. Hansthe end of this century. Hansen et al.’s worken et al.’s work also recognizesalso recognizes
this possibilithis possibility. They arguety. They argue that the changes alrethat the changes already seen inady seen in
the the GreenGreenland land and Aand Antarntarcticctic ice ice sheesheets arets are occuroccurringring atat aa
faster pace than existing climate models would have predict-faster pace than existing climate models would have predict-
ed, possiblyed, possibly due to the unprecedentedly due to the unprecedentedly rapid rise in COrapid rise in CO22

concentrations, so the slow feedback mechanisms may concentrations, so the slow feedback mechanisms may bebe
operating more quickly than seen in the operating more quickly than seen in the paleoclimate recordpaleoclimate record
(Figure 9).(Figure 9).

Thus far, we have focused on Thus far, we have focused on the IPCC's central estimate forthe IPCC's central estimate for
the ECS. But, tthe ECS. But, the whole probability disthe whole probability distribution mattersribution matters asas
well. When the IPCC states that the ECS is likely betweenwell. When the IPCC states that the ECS is likely between
1.5–4.5°C, it means that 66% of the 1.5–4.5°C, it means that 66% of the probability distributprobability distribution ision is
in this range. This means that one in this range. This means that one third of the probabilitythird of the probability
distribution is outside that range, mostly to the distribution is outside that range, mostly to the upside (Tableupside (Table
8).8).

1717 Hansen, Hansen, J.,J., M. SM. Sato,ato, P. KhP. Kharecha, arecha, D. BeD. Beerling, erling, R.R. Berner, Berner, V.V.
MassMasson-Don-Delmoelmotte, Pagtte, Pagani, M., Rayani, M., Raymo,mo, M.,M., RoyRoyer,er, D.LD.L.,., andand
Zachos,Zachos, J.C., Target J.C., Target atmospheric atmospheric COCO22: Where should humanity: Where should humanity
aim?, Open Atmos. Sci. J., 2008aim?, Open Atmos. Sci. J., 2008

Table 8: The IPCC's pdf for Equilibrium Climate SensitivityTable 8: The IPCC's pdf for Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity

<  <  11°°CC 11..55--44..55°°CC >  >  66°°CC

EExxttrreemmeelly  y  uunnlliikkeellyy LLiikkeellyy VVeerry  y  uunnlliikkeellyy

<  <  55%  %  pprroobbaabbiilliittyy >  >  6666% p% prroobbaabbiilliittyy <  <  1100%  %  pprroobbaabbiilliittyy

Source: IPCC, J.P. MorganSource: IPCC, J.P. Morgan

There is now a broad discussion of how uncertainty about theThere is now a broad discussion of how uncertainty about the
shape of the ECS probabilishape of the ECS probability distributionty distribution should influenceshould influence
the policy debate. For example, Weitzmanthe policy debate. For example, Weitzman1818 highlights thehighlights the
importance of the shape importance of the shape of the probability distributiof the probability distribution, espe-on, espe-
cially the fatness of the tails. In a cially the fatness of the tails. In a simple climate model, hesimple climate model, he
illustrates how the shaillustrates how the shape of the probability distrpe of the probability distributionibution forfor
the ECS influences the likelihood of extreme outcomes. Hethe ECS influences the likelihood of extreme outcomes. He
estimates the effect of an estimates the effect of an atmospheric COatmospheric CO22 concentration ofconcentration of
600ppm on the level 600ppm on the level of the global temperature. If the distri-of the global temperature. If the distri-

 bution for the E bution for the ECS is normal, CS is normal, there is a 4% there is a 4% likelihood thatlikelihood that
the temperature increase would exceed 6°C and a the temperature increase would exceed 6°C and a 1010-8-8% like-% like-
lihood that the temperature increase would exceed 12°C. Inlihood that the temperature increase would exceed 12°C. In
contrast, if the distcontrast, if the distribution is Pareto,ribution is Pareto, which has fatter twhich has fatter tails,ails,
Weitzman calculates that there is an 8% likelihood that theWeitzman calculates that there is an 8% likelihood that the
temperature increase would exceed 6°C and a temperature increase would exceed 6°C and a 1.1% likeli-1.1% likeli-
hood that the temperature increase would exceed 12°C. hood that the temperature increase would exceed 12°C. Giv-Giv-
en that a 12°C en that a 12°C temperature increase would create huge chal-temperature increase would create huge chal-
lenges for the survival of lenges for the survival of the human race, Weitzman arguesthe human race, Weitzman argues
that “the primary reason for keeping GHG that “the primary reason for keeping GHG levels down is tolevels down is to
insure against high temperature catastrophic climate risks.”insure against high temperature catastrophic climate risks.”

From temperature to climateFrom temperature to climate

Much of the debate about Much of the debate about climate change is framed aroundclimate change is framed around
the temperature increase relative to the temperature increase relative to pre-industrial norms. Butpre-industrial norms. But
the climate is about much more the climate is about much more than the temperature. A risethan the temperature. A rise
in the temperature will trigger changes in in the temperature will trigger changes in the climate: shiftsthe climate: shifts
in patterns and amounts of in patterns and amounts of precipitation (including mon-precipitation (including mon-
soons), decreases in ice coverage, changes in soons), decreases in ice coverage, changes in wind patternswind patterns
(for example, El Niño), changes in humidity, the greater like-(for example, El Niño), changes in humidity, the greater like-
lihood and severity of extreme weather events (droughts,lihood and severity of extreme weather events (droughts,
storms, hurricanes, cyclones), and changes in flooding andstorms, hurricanes, cyclones), and changes in flooding and
sea levels. There is huge uncertainty about sea levels. There is huge uncertainty about all of this due toall of this due to
the complex nature of the climate system.the complex nature of the climate system.

Consider the issue of the impact Consider the issue of the impact on the climate of the on the climate of the meltingmelting
of the Greenland and West Antarctic ice sheets.of the Greenland and West Antarctic ice sheets.

 Nordhaus analyses t Nordhaus analyses the economic impact he economic impact of a potential of a potential disin-disin-
tegration of the Greenland ice sheet.tegration of the Greenland ice sheet.1919 This is clearly a hugeThis is clearly a huge
issue because a complete melting of the issue because a complete melting of the Greenland ice sheetGreenland ice sheet

1818 Weitzman, GHG Targets as Insurance Against Catastrophic Cli-Weitzman, GHG Targets as Insurance Against Catastrophic Cli-
mate Damages, 2012mate Damages, 2012
1919 Nordhaus,  Nordhaus, W., EconoW., Economics of the mics of the disintegdisintegration of tration of the Greenlahe Greenlandnd
ice sheet, PNAS, vol. 116, 2019ice sheet, PNAS, vol. 116, 2019
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Figure 9: Arctic sea iceFigure 9: Arctic sea ice

Source: NASA, J.P. Morgan; Arctic sea ice reaches its minimum Source: NASA, J.P. Morgan; Arctic sea ice reaches its minimum each September (NASA)each September (NASA)
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would raise the sea level by around 7 meters, as well aswould raise the sea level by around 7 meters, as well as
change other aspects of the climatchange other aspects of the climate.e. Although a full meltAlthough a full meltinging
might take 500-1000 might take 500-1000 years, irreversible non-linear tippingyears, irreversible non-linear tipping

 points could occur  points could occur much sooner. Normuch sooner. Nordhaus argues thadhaus argues that be-t be-
cause the dynamic of disintegratcause the dynamic of disintegrationion is slow moving, a mod-is slow moving, a mod-
erate discount rate puts the damages at close to zero in neterate discount rate puts the damages at close to zero in net

 present value te present value terms. However, rms. However, uncertainty about tuncertainty about the non-he non-
linear interactions between the Greenland ice sheet and otherlinear interactions between the Greenland ice sheet and other
dimensions of the climate system creates doubt about howdimensions of the climate system creates doubt about how

 precise Nordha precise Nordhaus can be.us can be.

Other scientists are more concerned. Focusing on both theOther scientists are more concerned. Focusing on both the
Greenland and West Antarctic ice sheets, Hansen et alGreenland and West Antarctic ice sheets, Hansen et al2020 ar-ar-
gue that even a warming ogue that even a warming of 2°C relative to f 2°C relative to pre-industripre-industrialal
times could be dangerous and times could be dangerous and lead to a lead to a “non-linearly growing“non-linearly growing
sea level rise, reaching several meters over a sea level rise, reaching several meters over a timescale of 50-timescale of 50-
150 years.”150 years.” In an extensive stIn an extensive study of the complex udy of the complex and dynam-and dynam-
ic climate system, tic climate system, they findhey find that various slthat various slow feedbackow feedback
mechanisms in atmospheric and ocean circulation systemsmechanisms in atmospheric and ocean circulation systems
make ice sheets make ice sheets vulnerable to accelerating disintegration.vulnerable to accelerating disintegration.

Hansen et al. also argue that Hansen et al. also argue that non-linear ice sheet dynamicsnon-linear ice sheet dynamics
shorten tshorten the laghe lag between ibetween increases increases in temperan temperature andture and increas-increas-
es in sea level to only decades rather than centuries or mil-es in sea level to only decades rather than centuries or mil-
lennia.lennia. This has This has huge implicathuge implications if ions if correct.correct. If, foIf, for example,r example,
the sea levelthe sea level rose by 2 meters by 2100, this woulrose by 2 meters by 2100, this would displaced displace
hundreds ofhundreds of millions of people and create hugmillions of people and create huge challenges fore challenges for
cities such as London, New York, Shanghai, Calcutta, Jakartacities such as London, New York, Shanghai, Calcutta, Jakarta
and Tokyoand Tokyo (Table 9). But the issue for coast(Table 9). But the issue for coastal regions is notal regions is not

 just the averag just the average sea level rise sea level rise but also extreme but also extreme weathere weather
events such as storms and events such as storms and cyclones. Hansen et al.’s analysiscyclones. Hansen et al.’s analysis
also suggests an increase in severe weather events also suggests an increase in severe weather events alongsidealongside
the rise in sea levels. the rise in sea levels. Their message is that we have a Their message is that we have a climateclimate
emergency which should mean a rapid reduction of emergency which should mean a rapid reduction of COCO22

emissions.emissions.

Table 9: Effects of sea level riseTable 9: Effects of sea level rise

Sea levelSea level
rise, mrise, m

Land loss,Land loss,
kmkm22

% of global% of global
land arealand area

Net populationNet population
displaceddisplaced

% of global% of global
populationpopulation

00..55 887777,,000000 00..66%% 7722,,000000,,000000 00..99%%

22 11,,778899,,000000 11..22%% 118877,,000000,,000000 22..44%%

Source: Nicholls et al., Sea-level rise and iSource: Nicholls et al., Sea-level rise and i ts possible impacts given a 'beyond 4°C world' ts possible impacts given a 'beyond 4°C world' inin
the twenty-first century, Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A, 2011, J.P. the twenty-first century, Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A, 2011, J.P. MorganMorgan

2020 Hansen, J., Sato, M., Hearty, P., Ruedy, R., Kelley, M., Masson-Hansen, J., Sato, M., Hearty, P., Ruedy, R., Kelley, M., Masson-
Delmotte, V., Russell, G., Tselioudis, G., Cao, J., Rignot, E., Veli-Delmotte, V., Russell, G., Tselioudis, G., Cao, J., Rignot, E., Veli-
cogna, I., Tormey, B., Donovan, B., Kandiano, E., von Schuck-cogna, I., Tormey, B., Donovan, B., Kandiano, E., von Schuck-
mann, K., Kharecha, P., Legranmann, K., Kharecha, P., Legrande, A. N., Bauer, M., Lo,de, A. N., Bauer, M., Lo, K.W., IceK.W., Ice
melt, sea level rise melt, sea level rise and superstorms: evidence from paleoclimateand superstorms: evidence from paleoclimate
data, climate modeling, and modern observations that 2°C globaldata, climate modeling, and modern observations that 2°C global
warming could be dangerous, Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics,warming could be dangerous, Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics,
Vol. 16, pp. 3761-3812, 2016Vol. 16, pp. 3761-3812, 2016

Uncertainty caused by the shape of the Uncertainty caused by the shape of the ECS probability dis-ECS probability dis-
tribution, and especitribution, and especially the fatness of the upper tail,ally the fatness of the upper tail, is oneis one
good reason for climate mitigation policies. Another goodgood reason for climate mitigation policies. Another good
reason is the inertia in reason is the inertia in the climate system. Emissions of COthe climate system. Emissions of CO22

today will continue to affect the climate not just today will continue to affect the climate not just in the 21in the 21stst

century but for hundreds, if not thousands, of years after-century but for hundreds, if not thousands, of years after-
wards.wards.

Looking at past experiences of the Looking at past experiences of the earth’s climate, a sus-earth’s climate, a sus-
tained rise in COtained rise in CO22 concentrations to 1000ppm or more wouldconcentrations to 1000ppm or more would
ultimately make the earth uninhabitable to human life as ultimately make the earth uninhabitable to human life as wewe
know it now. In know it now. In the Eocene and Late Cretaceous periods—35the Eocene and Late Cretaceous periods—35
to 90 million years to 90 million years ago—COago—CO22 concentrations in the atmos-concentrations in the atmos-

 phere were si phere were similar to wmilar to where we will here we will reach in 2100 with areach in 2100 with a
 business-as-usual appr business-as-usual approach. But back oach. But back in the Eocene anin the Eocene and Lated Late
Cretaceous periods, temperatures were around 5-8°C warmerCretaceous periods, temperatures were around 5-8°C warmer
than pre-industrial times and the sea level than pre-industrial times and the sea level was 60-170 meterswas 60-170 meters
higher than higher than todaytoday (Table 10)(Table 10)..

Table 10: Past historical experiencesTable 10: Past historical experiences

EpochEpoch
 Years before Years before

presentpresent
Atmos-Atmos-

pheric COpheric CO22

Global surfaceGlobal surface
temperaturetemperature

Sea levelSea level
riserise

ppmppm
Relative toRelative to

pre-industrialpre-industrial
times, °Ctimes, °C

MetersMeters

CCuurrrreenntt 00 441100 11..00 NN//AA

MMiid  d  HHoolloocceennee 66550000 226600 00..7755 NN//AA

EEeemmiiaan  n  ppeerriiood  d  112255000000 229900 11..2255 66--99

MMiid  d  PPlliioocceennee 4  4  mmiilllliioonn 442255 22--33..55 1100--2222

MMiid  d  MMiioocceennee 116  6  mmiilllliioon  n  440000 44..55 1100--6600

EEoocceenne  e  3355--555  5  mmiilllliioonn 668800--11226600 55--88 6600--114400

LLaatte  e  CCrreettaacceeoouuss 990  0  mmiilllliioon  n  11000000 66..55 117700

Source: Hayhoe, K., et al., Climate models, scenarios, and projections. In: Climate ScienceSource: Hayhoe, K., et al., Climate models, scenarios, and projections. In: Climate Science
Special Report: Fourth National Climate Assessment, Volume 1, Special Report: Fourth National Climate Assessment, Volume 1, U.S. Global Change ResearchU.S. Global Change Research
Program, 2017; Van Sickel, W., et al., Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic sea-level estimates:Program, 2017; Van Sickel, W., et al., Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic sea-level estimates:
backstripping analysis of borehole data, onshore New Jersey, Basin Research, 2004; Steffan etbackstripping analysis of borehole data, onshore New Jersey, Basin Research, 2004; Steffan et
al, Trajectories of the Earth System in the Anthropocene, PNAS, 2018; J.P. Morganal, Trajectories of the Earth System in the Anthropocene, PNAS, 2018; J.P. Morgan

Section 2: ThSection 2: The impact ofe impact of climate chclimate changeange

It seems clear that a It seems clear that a business-as-usual approach to climatebusiness-as-usual approach to climate
mitigation would lead to a significantly higher temperaturemitigation would lead to a significantly higher temperature
and a significantly more adverse climate. To gauge and a significantly more adverse climate. To gauge what ac-what ac-
tion to take in the face of climate change, it is helpful totion to take in the face of climate change, it is helpful to
know tknow the econohe economicmic and wand welfareelfare consequences consequences of of differentdifferent

 pathways for the  pathways for the climate. In tclimate. In this section we look his section we look at the esti-at the esti-
mates of climate change on GDP, and on other aspects of themates of climate change on GDP, and on other aspects of the
human condition and on the earth’s ecosystem.human condition and on the earth’s ecosystem.

Estimates of climate change on GDPEstimates of climate change on GDP

The channels through which climate change will affect GDPThe channels through which climate change will affect GDP
are very broad because climate change is itself verare very broad because climate change is itself very broad.y broad.
Most macro assessments focus on the impact of Most macro assessments focus on the impact of changes inchanges in
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temperature on crop yields, labor supply and temperature on crop yields, labor supply and labor productiv-labor productiv-
ity.ity.

In a summary of In a summary of all the macroeconomic assessments he canall the macroeconomic assessments he can
find, Tolfind, Tol2121 lays out the impact on the level of GDP of variouslays out the impact on the level of GDP of various
increases in global temperature, relative to increases in global temperature, relative to pre-industrialpre-industrial
times, in crosstimes, in cross-sectional,-sectional, panel models and Imppanel models and Impact Assess-act Assess-
ment Models (Table 11ment Models (Table 112222). A number of ). A number of things are strikingthings are striking
here.here.

First, given the importance of the issue, there are First, given the importance of the issue, there are very fewvery few
estimates, 26 in all.estimates, 26 in all.

Second, current policies would result in a global temperatureSecond, current policies would result in a global temperature
increase of around 3.5°C at the increase of around 3.5°C at the end of the century, relative toend of the century, relative to

 pre-industrial t pre-industrial times, yet oimes, yet only two of the nly two of the estimates examinestimates examinee
the impact of the impact of temperature increases significantltemperature increases significantly above y above 3°C.3°C.

Third, given that these are Third, given that these are estimates of the impact on the lev-estimates of the impact on the lev-
el of GDel of GDPP in 2100in 2100 they arethey are increincredibly smdibly small. At thall. At the momee moment,nt,
global GDP is around US$100tn. At a growth rate global GDP is around US$100tn. At a growth rate of 2% aof 2% a
year, global GDP would reach around US$500tn at the end year, global GDP would reach around US$500tn at the end ofof
the century. A loss of even the century. A loss of even 7%, the highest estimate in the7%, the highest estimate in the
table, would still leave the level of GDP in table, would still leave the level of GDP in 2100 over four2100 over four
and a half times higher than today.and a half times higher than today.

And fourth, these are counterfactual losses rather than actualAnd fourth, these are counterfactual losses rather than actual
losses. Nobody woullosses. Nobody would have an income in 2100 lowerd have an income in 2100 lower thanthan
todaytoday inin absolute teabsolute terms, but rms, but rather lowrather lower than er than it would it would havehave

 been in the absen been in the absence of climate cce of climate change.hange.

Table 11: Impact of climate change on GDPTable 11: Impact of climate change on GDP
Global mean surfaceGlobal mean surface

temperature increase °Ctemperature increase °C
No. ofNo. of

estimatesestimates
Impact % on level of GDPImpact % on level of GDP

Average ofAverage of
estimatesestimates

Range ofRange of
estimatesestimates

≤  ≤  22 44 00..33 --00..5  5  tto  o  22..33

22..55 1111 --11..33 --33..0  0  tto  o  00..11

33..00 99 --22..22 --55..1  1  tto  o  --00..99

55..44 11 --66..11 --66..11

66..00 11 --66..77 --66..77

Source: See footnote 21,Source: See footnote 21, J.P. Morgan; Columns 3 and 4 are the % impact on the J.P. Morgan; Columns 3 and 4 are the % impact on the level of GDPlevel of GDP
in 2100 relative to a scenario of in 2100 relative to a scenario of no climate change.no climate change.

More recent work on the damage More recent work on the damage of climate change on GDPof climate change on GDP
has focused on growth effects, especially the likelihood thathas focused on growth effects, especially the likelihood that
climate change will impact labor climate change will impact labor supply growth (heat-relatedsupply growth (heat-related
mortality and morbidity) and productivity growth (heat-mortality and morbidity) and productivity growth (heat-

2121 Tol, R., The economic impacts of climate change, Review ofTol, R., The economic impacts of climate change, Review of
Environmental Economics and Policy, 2018Environmental Economics and Policy, 2018

2222 The final two columns show the impact of climate change on theThe final two columns show the impact of climate change on the
level of GDP in 2100 relative to the situation of no climate changelevel of GDP in 2100 relative to the situation of no climate change

related morbidity and heat stress) as well as related morbidity and heat stress) as well as the level of out-the level of out-
 put. To the ext put. To the extent that climaent that climate change lowers te change lowers growth rates,growth rates,
the negative impact of climate change will be the negative impact of climate change will be greater, espe-greater, espe-
cially over long horizons. However, the impression given bycially over long horizons. However, the impression given by
Tol’s analysis is not changed by much.Tol’s analysis is not changed by much.

A recent econometric studyA recent econometric study2323 considers the impact of temper-considers the impact of temper-
ature and precipitation changes on labor productivity growth.ature and precipitation changes on labor productivity growth.
This study combinesThis study combines time series dattime series data from 1960-2014 witha from 1960-2014 with
cross-country data from 174 countries. It looks at cross-country data from 174 countries. It looks at the impactthe impact
on labor productivity of deviations in climate (temperatureon labor productivity of deviations in climate (temperature
and precipitation) from their historical averages. Their and precipitation) from their historical averages. Their analy-analy-
sis suggests that an increase sis suggests that an increase in the global average surfacein the global average surface
temperature of around 3.5temperature of around 3.5⁰⁰CC abovabovee pre-ipre-industndustrial lrial levelevels— s— 

 broadly a business-as- broadly a business-as-usual (BAusual (BAU)U) environment in line environment in line withwith
the IPCCthe IPCC RCPRCP 8.58.5 scenascenariorio—wou—would reduld reduce globace global GDP perl GDP per
capita by 7.2% by 2100.capita by 7.2% by 2100.

The authors provide estimateThe authors provide estimates of thes of the impact of BAU on allimpact of BAU on all
174 countries in their sample, where some 174 countries in their sample, where some countries will ex-countries will ex-

 perience temperat perience temperature increases welure increases well above the meanl above the mean.. Eight-Eight-
een countries have an income shock in 2100 of more thaneen countries have an income shock in 2100 of more than
10% (including the US) and two have an 10% (including the US) and two have an income shock ofincome shock of
more than 15%. But assuming that GDP per more than 15%. But assuming that GDP per capita keepscapita keeps
growing over the next 80 years, even a 15% shock to the growing over the next 80 years, even a 15% shock to the lev-lev-
el of income looks small. If el of income looks small. If we assume current income iswe assume current income is
$100, then 2% growth over the next 80 years would deliver$100, then 2% growth over the next 80 years would deliver
an income of around $500an income of around $500 in 2100. Instead of an incoin 2100. Instead of an income ofme of
$500$500 in 2100, a 15% shin 2100, a 15% shock to the leock to the level of incvel of incomeome would dewould de--
liver an income of $425. That would still be over four timesliver an income of $425. That would still be over four times
higher thanhigher than today’s income. Ttoday’s income. These calculations ihese calculations illustrate thatllustrate that
the income losses from BAU climate policy are the income losses from BAU climate policy are counterfactcounterfactu-u-
al rather than actual. In no al rather than actual. In no estimate is the level of income inestimate is the level of income in
2100 lower than it is today.2100 lower than it is today.

OtherOther research has come up with larresearch has come up with larger effects. Burke et alger effects. Burke et al2424

have estimated a model that shows have estimated a model that shows sharp declines in laborsharp declines in labor
supply, labor productivity, and crop yields beyond certainsupply, labor productivity, and crop yields beyond certain
temperature thresholds. Their analysis suggests that an in-temperature thresholds. Their analysis suggests that an in-
crease in average temperature of around 3.5°C, relative tocrease in average temperature of around 3.5°C, relative to

 pre-industrial ti pre-industrial times, would rmes, would reduce the leveduce the level of global el of global GDP byGDP by
around 23% in 2100. This is much larger than the estimatesaround 23% in 2100. This is much larger than the estimates
in the table above, but in the table above, but it is still a counterfactual loss. If weit is still a counterfactual loss. If we
assume current income is $100, then 2% growth over theassume current income is $100, then 2% growth over the
next 80 years would deliver an incomnext 80 years would deliver an income of $500e of $500 in 2100. Ain 2100. A

2323 Kahn, Mohaddes, N.C. Ng, Pesaran, Raissi and Yang, Long-termKahn, Mohaddes, N.C. Ng, Pesaran, Raissi and Yang, Long-term
macroeconomic effects of climate change: a cross-country analysis,macroeconomic effects of climate change: a cross-country analysis,

 NBER workin NBER working paper, 2g paper, 2019019

2424 Burke, M., Hsiang, S. M., Miguel, E., Global non-linear effect ofBurke, M., Hsiang, S. M., Miguel, E., Global non-linear effect of
temperature on economic production, 2015temperature on economic production, 2015
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23% loss would still lea23% loss would still leaveve income in 2100 standing at $385,income in 2100 standing at $385,
considerably higher than today’s level.considerably higher than today’s level.

Wealth effects and the discount rateWealth effects and the discount rate

The true economic losses from failing to mitigate climateThe true economic losses from failing to mitigate climate
change are much greater than suggested by change are much greater than suggested by these incomethese income
losses. If an income effect persists through time, then it losses. If an income effect persists through time, then it isis
important to consider the present value of the important to consider the present value of the income losses,income losses,
which represents the impact on wealth rather than income.which represents the impact on wealth rather than income.
This is not generally considered by economists studying cli-This is not generally considered by economists studying cli-
mate change. But, it is important. Of course, the mate change. But, it is important. Of course, the discount ratediscount rate
is critical in evaluating the net present value is critical in evaluating the net present value of a permanentof a permanent
loss to the level of loss to the level of GDP, and in the climate change GDP, and in the climate change literatureliterature
there is an intense debate about there is an intense debate about what discount rate to assume.what discount rate to assume.

The Stern reportThe Stern report2525 in 2007 argued for a in 2007 argued for a discount rate close todiscount rate close to
1%, while at the time Nordhaus1%, while at the time Nordhaus2626 argued for a discount rateargued for a discount rate
closer to 6%. To see the impact of the discount rate, the netcloser to 6%. To see the impact of the discount rate, the net

 present value of  present value of a permanent 7% shoa permanent 7% shock to income witck to income with a 1%h a 1%
discount rate is almost seven times the discount rate is almost seven times the annual level of GDPannual level of GDP
(Table 12). This means that in the (Table 12). This means that in the absence of climate mitiga-absence of climate mitiga-
tion policies, the global economy’s wealth would be lowertion policies, the global economy’s wealth would be lower
than it would otherwise have been by an amount equal tothan it would otherwise have been by an amount equal to
seven times annual GDP. The shock to seven times annual GDP. The shock to wealth declines as thewealth declines as the
discount rate rises. At a 4% discount rate rises. At a 4% discount rate, a 7% permanentdiscount rate, a 7% permanent
income shock reduces wealth by 175% of income shock reduces wealth by 175% of annual GDP rela-annual GDP rela-
tive to what would otherwise have happened. At a 6% dis-tive to what would otherwise have happened. At a 6% dis-
count rate, the net present value count rate, the net present value of the income losses wouldof the income losses would

 be 117% of annual  be 117% of annual GDP.GDP.

Table 12: Net present value of income shockTable 12: Net present value of income shock
% of annual GDP% of annual GDP

Discount rateDiscount rate

IInnccoomme  e  sshhoocckk 11%% 22%% 44%% 66%%

--11%% 9999 5500 2255 1177

--33%% 229988 115500 7755 5500

--55%% 449977 225500 112255 8833

--77%% 669955 335500 117755 111177

--1100%% 999933 550000 225500 116677

--1155%% 11449900 775500 337755 225500

Source: J.P. MorganSource: J.P. Morgan

Even though a proper assessment of Even though a proper assessment of the significance of thesethe significance of these
climate-driven GDP shocks needs to include the impact onclimate-driven GDP shocks needs to include the impact on
wealth (the net present value of income), these wealth (the net present value of income), these are still coun-are still coun-
terfactual losses of wealth. Wealth is not lower in absoluteterfactual losses of wealth. Wealth is not lower in absolute
terms, but rather it is lower than terms, but rather it is lower than it would otherwise haveit would otherwise have

2525 Stern, N., The Economics of Climate Change, 2007Stern, N., The Economics of Climate Change, 2007

2626 Nordhaus,  Nordhaus, W., A ReW., A Review of thview of the Stern Re Stern Review on eview on the Econothe Economicsmics
of Climate Change, JEL, 2007of Climate Change, JEL, 2007

 been in the absence  been in the absence of climate change. of climate change. Given that wGiven that wealth isealth is
likely to grow over the coming 80 likely to grow over the coming 80 years, even sizable lossesyears, even sizable losses
in wealth still leave future generations wealthier in 2100 thanin wealth still leave future generations wealthier in 2100 than
the current generation.the current generation.

Economic impacts are too smallEconomic impacts are too small

Most likelyMost likely,, these estimates of the ithese estimates of the income and wealth effncome and wealth effectsects
of unmitigated climate change are of unmitigated climate change are far too small. Econometricfar too small. Econometric
models are models are based on based on historical historical datadata ofof variations variations in tempera-in tempera-
ture and ture and precipitationprecipitation seen over seen over recent decrecent decades.ades. But, wBut, we havee have
not seen enough variability in the data to make these modelsnot seen enough variability in the data to make these models
reliable. A BAU clreliable. A BAU climate policy would limate policy would likely push the earthikely push the earth toto
a place that we haven’t seen for many millions of years. Ex-a place that we haven’t seen for many millions of years. Ex-

 perience over rece perience over recent decades is not nt decades is not a useful guide ta useful guide to that kindo that kind
of future.of future.

Moreover,Moreover, economists have steconomists have struggled to quantify ruggled to quantify the impactthe impact
of other aspects of climate change of other aspects of climate change beyond temperature andbeyond temperature and

 precipitation,  precipitation, such as extreme wsuch as extreme weather events, dreather events, droughts,oughts,
heatwaves, floods and sea level increases. These broader as-heatwaves, floods and sea level increases. These broader as-

 pects of climate  pects of climate change would not ochange would not only impact GDnly impact GDP and wel-P and wel-
fare directly, but would also have indirect effects via fare directly, but would also have indirect effects via morbid-morbid-
ity, mortality, famine, water stress, conflict and migration.ity, mortality, famine, water stress, conflict and migration.
There will also be damage to There will also be damage to buildings and infrastructure andbuildings and infrastructure and

 possibly the pr possibly the premature scrappiemature scrapping of some of ng of some of the capital stockthe capital stock
as policy and technology change. as policy and technology change. Moreover, theMoreover, there are plentyre are plenty
of non-linearities in both the climate system and of non-linearities in both the climate system and the macrothe macro
economy which could make the economy which could make the economic consequences ofeconomic consequences of
BAU much more severe.BAU much more severe.

The ecoThe economicnomics of clis of climate chmate change isange is alsoalso inin the taithe tails of thels of the
 probability dist probability distribution, and in ribution, and in the risk of disthe risk of disastrous out-astrous out-
comes.comes. Uncertainty abouUncertainty about the shape of the fat tail of the ECSt the shape of the fat tail of the ECS

 probability dist probability distribution functionribution function can have a huge can have a huge impact onimpact on
estimates of economic damestimates of economic damages. Economicages. Economic models strugglemodels struggle
to dealto deal with an ECS from with an ECS from the fat upper tail. Fthe fat upper tail. For example,or example,
Calel et al.Calel et al.2727 note that IAMs (Integrated note that IAMs (Integrated Assessment Models)Assessment Models)
can suggest that a 10°C temperature rise would depress glob-can suggest that a 10°C temperature rise would depress glob-
al GDP in 2100 by only 17%, al GDP in 2100 by only 17%, wwhile a 20°C temperature in-hile a 20°C temperature in-
crease would depress global GDP in 2100 by crease would depress global GDP in 2100 by only 50%. Giv-only 50%. Giv-
en that a temperature increase of 10°C en that a temperature increase of 10°C would make life onwould make life on
earth extremely challenging, while a temperature increase ofearth extremely challenging, while a temperature increase of
20°C would almost certainly make the earth uninhabitable,20°C would almost certainly make the earth uninhabitable,
these ethese estimstimates shoates showw that econothat economicmic modelmodels struggls struggle toe to dealdeal
with low probability events that could prove catastrophic.with low probability events that could prove catastrophic.

2727 Calel, R., Stainforth, A. D., Dietz, S., Tall tales and fat tails: theCalel, R., Stainforth, A. D., Dietz, S., Tall tales and fat tails: the
science and economics of extreme warming, Climate Change, 132science and economics of extreme warming, Climate Change, 132
(1). pp. 127-14, 2015(1). pp. 127-14, 2015
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The impact of climate change beyond GDPThe impact of climate change beyond GDP

Some economists have tried to quantify the impact of climateSome economists have tried to quantify the impact of climate
change beyond GDP. Hsiang et al.change beyond GDP. Hsiang et al.2828 estimate the effect in theestimate the effect in the
US oUS off temperature temperature andand rainfall rainfall on agricon agriculture, ulture, mortality,mortality,
crime, labor, coastal impacts and energy demand. They docrime, labor, coastal impacts and energy demand. They do
not include the impact of climate change not include the impact of climate change on morbidity oron morbidity or
labor productivity. Aggregating across sectors using labor productivity. Aggregating across sectors using willing-willing-
ness-to-pay or accounting data, they estimate that for the USness-to-pay or accounting data, they estimate that for the US
as a whole, the shock to the levas a whole, the shock to the level of GDPel of GDP (as a % of GDP)(as a % of GDP)
for 1.5°C of warming is +0.1 to for 1.5°C of warming is +0.1 to -1.7% of GDP, while for 4°C-1.7% of GDP, while for 4°C
of warming the shock to the lof warming the shock to the level of GDPevel of GDP is -1.5 to -5.6% ofis -1.5 to -5.6% of
GDP. This reflects reduced agricultural yields, increasedGDP. This reflects reduced agricultural yields, increased
mortality, increased crime, reduced labor supply, increasedmortality, increased crime, reduced labor supply, increased
electricity deelectricity demand and amplified coastal impactmand and amplified coastal impacts due tos due to moremore
hurricaneshurricanes and sea level increases. Given tand sea level increases. Given that these lossehat these losses ares are
relative to a counterfactual baseline, we would stress thatrelative to a counterfactual baseline, we would stress that
these effects are small relative to a level these effects are small relative to a level of income that couldof income that could

 be five times  be five times higher in 2100. Indehigher in 2100. Indeed, they are not ed, they are not that differ-that differ-
ent to the more narrowly based ent to the more narrowly based estimates highlighted above.estimates highlighted above.
TheseThese estimates alone do not sound partestimates alone do not sound particularly alarming, buticularly alarming, but
quantifying the impact of climate change only in dollar termsquantifying the impact of climate change only in dollar terms
overlooks the potential severity of the human and overlooks the potential severity of the human and environ-environ-
mental costs.mental costs.

Climate change and healthClimate change and health

The human cost of climate change The human cost of climate change will play out throughwill play out through
worsening health outcomes. The World Health Orworsening health outcomes. The World Health Organizationganization
(WHO) projects that over (WHO) projects that over 2030-2050, climate change will2030-2050, climate change will
cause around 250,000 additional deaths per year, cause around 250,000 additional deaths per year, with thiswith this

 being a conservati being a conservative estimate, tve estimate, taking into account aking into account only a sub-only a sub-
set of possible channels (Figure 10).set of possible channels (Figure 10).2929 The The burburdenden onon humhumanan
health will not be shared health will not be shared equally, with children, the elderly,equally, with children, the elderly,
and those in developing countries most vulnerable. In geo-and those in developing countries most vulnerable. In geo-
graphic terms, the WHO sees graphic terms, the WHO sees Sub-Saharan Africa being mostSub-Saharan Africa being most
affected in 2030 with the burden affected in 2030 with the burden shifting to South Asia byshifting to South Asia by
2050. Climate change will likely also have some 2050. Climate change will likely also have some localizedlocalized

 positive effect positive effects on mortality s on mortality and illness, due and illness, due to fewer extreto fewer extrememe
cold dacold daysys that that would bwould benefitenefit some comsome communities, munities, but ultibut ulti--
mately, the negative impact is projected to dwarf the mately, the negative impact is projected to dwarf the positive.positive.

Rising global temperature and more Rising global temperature and more frequent episodes offrequent episodes of
extreme heat will extreme heat will affectaffect human health through multiplhuman health through multiple chan-e chan-
nels.nels. According to the WHAccording to the WHO, warmer tempeO, warmer temperatures are linkedratures are linked
to higher allergen levels, causing asthma, and also are to higher allergen levels, causing asthma, and also are associ-associ-
ated with higher risk of mated with higher risk of mosquito-borne diseasesosquito-borne diseases includingincluding

2828 Hsiang, S., et al., Estimating economic damages from climateHsiang, S., et al., Estimating economic damages from climate
change in the United States, Science 356, 1362-1369, 2017change in the United States, Science 356, 1362-1369, 2017
2929 World Health Organization, Quantitative risk assessment of theWorld Health Organization, Quantitative risk assessment of the
effects of climate change on selected causes of death, 2030s andeffects of climate change on selected causes of death, 2030s and
2050s, 20142050s, 2014

malaria and dengue. Moreover, heat stress, which can occurmalaria and dengue. Moreover, heat stress, which can occur
at temperatures above 35°C, is at temperatures above 35°C, is associated with respiratoryassociated with respiratory
and heart problems. Those working outdoors in and heart problems. Those working outdoors in sectors suchsectors such
as agriculture and construction are especially vulnerable toas agriculture and construction are especially vulnerable to
heat stress and decreased labor productivity is expected toheat stress and decreased labor productivity is expected to

 become an increasi become an increasing problem, parting problem, particularly in Soutcularly in South Asiah Asia
and West Africaand West Africa3030.. Episodes of extremEpisodes of extreme heat, we heat, which are ex-hich are ex-

 pected to become m pected to become more frequent, can ore frequent, can be fatal, partbe fatal, particularly foricularly for
children and the elderly. Of children and the elderly. Of the 250,000 extra deaths per yearthe 250,000 extra deaths per year

 projected by t projected by the WHO,he WHO, 38,000 are attributed 38,000 are attributed toto heat exposureheat exposure
in elderly people.in elderly people.

In addition to rising temperature, variability in climate andIn addition to rising temperature, variability in climate and
 precipitation patt precipitation patterns can also haverns can also have detrimental e detrimental health impacthealth impact
throughthrough the disruption of the disruption of the production of the production of staple crops, instaple crops, in--
cluding rice, maize and wheacluding rice, maize and wheat.t. Generally, warmeGenerally, warmer tempera-r tempera-
tures and fewer cold periods are tures and fewer cold periods are expected to increase yieldsexpected to increase yields
in cold geographies, but decrease yields in in cold geographies, but decrease yields in those that are al-those that are al-
ready warm. However, climate change-induced droughts,ready warm. However, climate change-induced droughts,
excessive or unpredictable rainfall patterns and excessive or unpredictable rainfall patterns and sea-level rise-sea-level rise-
induced land loss or salinization will almost certainly causeinduced land loss or salinization will almost certainly cause
crop degradation. Rural communities in developing crop degradation. Rural communities in developing countriescountries
are most vulnerable—in part because of higher barriers toare most vulnerable—in part because of higher barriers to
adaption—and crop failure will cause or exacerbate hungeradaption—and crop failure will cause or exacerbate hunger
and malnutrition.and malnutrition.

Climate change also threatens water security, which is criti-Climate change also threatens water security, which is criti-
cal for food cal for food production, access to safe drinking water, ade-production, access to safe drinking water, ade-
quate hygiene and the prevention oquate hygiene and the prevention of disease.f disease. Water stress,Water stress,
more generally,more generally, describes a high ratio of watdescribes a high ratio of water withdrawaler withdrawal
for human, agriculture, and industry usage, to water for human, agriculture, and industry usage, to water availa-availa-

 bility, and  bility, and can be a result of can be a result of a physical shortage or a physical shortage or institu-institu-
tional or infrastructural failure. Currently, the Middle Easttional or infrastructural failure. Currently, the Middle East
and North and North Africa areAfrica are the most the most water scarcwater scarce regionse regions globally,globally,
with over 60% of the with over 60% of the population exposed to “high” or “verpopulation exposed to “high” or “veryy

3030 International Labour Organization, Working on a warmer planet:International Labour Organization, Working on a warmer planet:
The impact of heat stress onThe impact of heat stress on labour productivlabour productivity and decent work,ity and decent work,
20192019

Figure 10: Additional annuFigure 10: Additional annual al deaths between 2030-2050 caused bydeaths between 2030-2050 caused by
climate changeclimate change

Source: WHO, J.P. MorganSource: WHO, J.P. Morgan
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high” degrees of water stress, compared to a 36% global av-high” degrees of water stress, compared to a 36% global av-
erage. The erage. The WHO prWHO predictsedicts that by that by 20252025 half the half the global popu-global popu-
latilation wilon will live il live in areasn areas afflafflicteicted byd by watewaterr strestress.ss. In addIn additiitionon
to challenges posed by changing to challenges posed by changing demographics and popula-demographics and popula-
tion growth, water sttion growth, water stress can beress can be exacerbated by climateexacerbated by climate
change, as rainfall patterns become less predictable and morechange, as rainfall patterns become less predictable and more
frequent flooding contaminates fresh water supplies.frequent flooding contaminates fresh water supplies.

Estimating the human health cost of climate change isEstimating the human health cost of climate change is
fraught with challenges, hence the WHO fraught with challenges, hence the WHO estimates only fo-estimates only fo-
cus on a subset of drivers, and notably do not account for thecus on a subset of drivers, and notably do not account for the
impact of natural disasters. It’s clear though that natural dis-impact of natural disasters. It’s clear though that natural dis-
asters, which will become more frequent with climateasters, which will become more frequent with climate
change,change, will also contribute twill also contribute to increased mortality and mo increased mortality and mor-or-

 bidity, destruc bidity, destruction of shelter tion of shelter and disruption of and disruption of medical sup-medical sup-
 plies and servi plies and services. And while ces. And while developing countrdeveloping countries are typi-ies are typi-
cally more vulnerable to such cally more vulnerable to such risks—due to already weakerrisks—due to already weaker
infrastructure and less ability to adopt infrastructure and less ability to adopt adaptatioadaptation or mitiga-n or mitiga-
tion technologies—nattion technologies—natural disasters can have an ural disasters can have an impact onimpact on
societies globally. Heat stress, water and food scarcity andsocieties globally. Heat stress, water and food scarcity and
natural disaster damnatural disaster damage are consequencesage are consequences of climate changeof climate change
that bear a uniquely human that bear a uniquely human cost, regardless of the impact oncost, regardless of the impact on
gross domestic product. Tgross domestic product. They can also trigger second-hey can also trigger second- andand
third-round effects, likely human migrations and third-round effects, likely human migrations and conflict.conflict.

Climate change and migration pressureClimate change and migration pressure

Climate migration has long existed, but the pressing im-Climate migration has long existed, but the pressing im-
 portance of it  portance of it today relates today relates to predictions tto predictions that the effecthat the effects ofs of
climate change will intensify this climate change will intensify this century. Migration is eithercentury. Migration is either
internal (moving within a internal (moving within a country) or external (cross-border),country) or external (cross-border),

 but of the one b but of the one billion migrants glillion migrants globallyobally at the moment, at the moment, 75%75%
are estimated to be are estimated to be internal. When migration is cross-border,internal. When migration is cross-border,
migrants tend to stay withimigrants tend to stay within neighboringn neighboring regions, where cul-regions, where cul-
tural, religious, or family ties are more easily maintained.tural, religious, or family ties are more easily maintained.
Climate change is expected to increase the frequency andClimate change is expected to increase the frequency and
intensity of extreme weather events, pushing up internal mi-intensity of extreme weather events, pushing up internal mi-
gration as people relocate (in gration as people relocate (in some cases temporarily) awaysome cases temporarily) away
from disaster zones. Rising sea levels are also a from disaster zones. Rising sea levels are also a climate-climate-
related driver of internal migration and present a seriousrelated driver of internal migration and present a serious
threat to inhabitants of low-lying coastal areas. In fact, risingthreat to inhabitants of low-lying coastal areas. In fact, rising
sea levels pose an existential threat to some sea levels pose an existential threat to some small islandsmall island
states.states.

The International Organization for Migration states that thereThe International Organization for Migration states that there
are no reliable estimaare no reliable estimates oftes of climate migraticlimate migration. And what’son. And what’s
more, most of the analysis focuses on more, most of the analysis focuses on internal migration. Forinternal migration. For
example, the most extensive study example, the most extensive study of climate migration byof climate migration by
the World Bank only focuses on the World Bank only focuses on internal migration.internal migration.

The World Bank developed a model The World Bank developed a model to project climate migra-to project climate migra-
tion, which embeds slow-onset climate change into futuretion, which embeds slow-onset climate change into future

 population distr population distributions for three emibutions for three emerging marketerging market regions:regions:
Sub-Saharan Africa, South Asia, and Latin America.Sub-Saharan Africa, South Asia, and Latin America.3131 TheThe
model considers three scmodel considers three scenarios. The “refereenarios. The “reference”nce” scenario,scenario,

 poignantly also the mos poignantly also the most pessimistict pessimistic scenario, assumes scenario, assumes littlelittle
to no climate policy, continued reliance on to no climate policy, continued reliance on fossil fuels, andfossil fuels, and
energy-intensive development. It is characterized by energy-intensive development. It is characterized by increas-increas-
ing greenhouse gas emissions, consistent with global warm-ing greenhouse gas emissions, consistent with global warm-
ing of 2.5°C by 2050. It also assumes high population growthing of 2.5°C by 2050. It also assumes high population growth
and growing inequality in low-income countries. The “moreand growing inequality in low-income countries. The “more
inclusive development” scenario assumes the inclusive development” scenario assumes the same emissionssame emissions

 profile, but w profile, but with more moderatith more moderate trends in populate trends in population growthion growth
and inequality. The “climate friendly” scenario shares theand inequality. The “climate friendly” scenario shares the
same socioeconomic same socioeconomic pathway as thepathway as the “reference” case, “reference” case, butbut
includes lower emissions, implying 0.3°C global warming includes lower emissions, implying 0.3°C global warming byby
2050. This scenario assumes rapid adoption of strong 2050. This scenario assumes rapid adoption of strong envi-envi-
ronmental policies and cleaner ronmental policies and cleaner technologytechnology..

The headline The headline findingsfindings of the of the report report areare the followthe following: in ing: in thethe
absence of policy action, climate change may result in absence of policy action, climate change may result in thethe
movement of 143 million people within their countries’ bor-movement of 143 million people within their countries’ bor-
ders by 2050. ders by 2050. Sub-Saharan AfricSub-Saharan Africa stands to be a stands to be most affected,most affected,
with internal climate migrants expected to account for 3.5%with internal climate migrants expected to account for 3.5%
of the region’s population by 2050. of the region’s population by 2050. The World Bank’s modelThe World Bank’s model
is a step closer to is a step closer to grasping the magnitude of future climategrasping the magnitude of future climate
migration, but since only three regions are covered, the migration, but since only three regions are covered, the esti-esti-
mates are a lower bound. mates are a lower bound. Furthermore, the report exclusiveFurthermore, the report exclusivelyly
models internal migration and excludes displacements due tomodels internal migration and excludes displacements due to
extreme weather events (Table 13).extreme weather events (Table 13).

Table 13: Projection of internal climate migrants by 2050Table 13: Projection of internal climate migrants by 2050
Million people, unless otherwise statedMillion people, unless otherwise stated

"Reference""Reference"
scenarioscenario

"More inclusive de-"More inclusive de-
velopment" scenariovelopment" scenario

"Climat"Climate-e- riendly"riendly"
scenarioscenario

TotalTotal

NNuummbbeerr 111177..55 8855..11 5511..11

MMiinn//MMaaxx 9911..88 114433..33 6655..11 110055..33 3311..22 7711..77

%  %  ppooppuullaattiioon  n  11..88%% 22..88%% 11..33%% 22..11%% 00..66%% 11..55%%

Sub-Saharan AfricaSub-Saharan Africa

NNuummbbeer  r  7711..11 5533..33 2288..33

%  %  ppooppuullaattiioon  n  33..55%% 33..00%% 11..44%%

South AsiaSouth Asia

NNuummbbeerr 3355..77 2211..11 1166..99

%  %  ppooppuullaattiioon  n  11..66%% 00..99%% 00..77%%

Latin AmericaLatin America

NNuummbbeerr 1100..66 1100..55 55..88

%  %  ppooppuullaattiioon  n  11..66%% 11..55%% 00..99%%

Source: World Bank Groundswell Report (2018)Source: World Bank Groundswell Report (2018)

But internal migration is unlikely to be But internal migration is unlikely to be the only, or even thethe only, or even the
most most important,important, consequence consequence of cof climate limate changechange on pon popula-opula-

3131 Groundswell: Preparing for Internal Climate Migration”, TheGroundswell: Preparing for Internal Climate Migration”, The
World Bank, 2018World Bank, 2018
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tion movements.tion movements. External migrExternal migration is likely to increasation is likely to increase ase as
rising temperatures and unpredictable rainfall patterns affectrising temperatures and unpredictable rainfall patterns affect
agricultural productagricultural production and water availabiliion and water availabilityty across wholeacross whole
regions. Unlike localized flooding or regions. Unlike localized flooding or natural disaster damage,natural disaster damage,
sustained warming and altered weather patterns are moresustained warming and altered weather patterns are more
likely to affect entire countries or regions, meaning likely to affect entire countries or regions, meaning internalinternal
or local migration is no longer or local migration is no longer an option. For example, thean option. For example, the
1840s’ Irish Famine was responsible for a vast 1840s’ Irish Famine was responsible for a vast external mi-external mi-
grationgration of Irisof Irish peopleh people to North to North America aAmerica and England, nd England, sincesince
a mostly rural Ireland offered no industrial alternative to sus-a mostly rural Ireland offered no industrial alternative to sus-
tain a livelihood.tain a livelihood.

ClimaClimate chante changege and coand conflictnflict

In partsIn parts of the of the world wworld where climathere climate change e change intensifiesintensifies com-com-
 petition for  petition for food, water and food, water and shelter, there shelter, there is an increased is an increased riskrisk
of conflict. Research finds that above-average temperatureof conflict. Research finds that above-average temperature
and below-average rainfall are and below-average rainfall are conditions positively associat-conditions positively associat-
ed with the inied with the initiationtiation and duration of and duration of conflict.conflict.3232 However, theHowever, the
causality of violence is complex, and other factors, includingcausality of violence is complex, and other factors, including
socioeconomic standing, inequality, weak governance andsocioeconomic standing, inequality, weak governance and

 past episodes of  past episodes of violence are all violence are all intertwined. intertwined. Hence there areHence there are
serious challenges in trying to predict when serious challenges in trying to predict when and where con-and where con-
flicts may arise in the face of flicts may arise in the face of a changing climate.a changing climate.

 Nonetheless, th Nonetheless, the academic litere academic literature puts forwaature puts forward ard a numbernumber
of channels through which climate change can of channels through which climate change can induce con-induce con-
flict. While much of the research is based flict. While much of the research is based on context-specificon context-specific
case studies, it at least sheds light on case studies, it at least sheds light on how climate changehow climate change
might give rise to future conflicts. It also gives might give rise to future conflicts. It also gives a broad sensea broad sense
of which communities are most vulnerable. Much of the of which communities are most vulnerable. Much of the re-re-
search focuses on the effects in search focuses on the effects in developing countries, anddeveloping countries, and
channels are likely to be channels are likely to be felt more strongly in regions with afelt more strongly in regions with a
high dependency on agriculture as well as high dependency on agriculture as well as weak institutionsweak institutions
or high corruption. A 2018 or high corruption. A 2018 research paper by the Stockholmresearch paper by the Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute, which focuses on International Peace Research Institute, which focuses on cli-cli-
mate conflict in South and South East Asia, categorizes themate conflict in South and South East Asia, categorizes the
following pathways: deterioration of following pathways: deterioration of livelihoods, tacticallivelihoods, tactical
consideration of armed groups, exploitation of social vulner-consideration of armed groups, exploitation of social vulner-
abilities and resources by elites, and displacement and migra-abilities and resources by elites, and displacement and migra-
tion.tion.3333

The first is perhaps the most The first is perhaps the most obvious; in the context of waterobvious; in the context of water
or food scarcity, or among communities where incomes fromor food scarcity, or among communities where incomes from
agriculture or fishing have collapsed, civil conflicts are moreagriculture or fishing have collapsed, civil conflicts are more
likely to erupt. likely to erupt. MoreovMoreover, in this er, in this environment the opportunityenvironment the opportunity

3232 FAO, Food securitFAO, Food security and conflict:y and conflict: Empirical challengEmpirical challenges and futurees and future
opportuniopportunities for research and ties for research and policy making on food security andpolicy making on food security and
conflict, 2018conflict, 2018
3333 SIPRI, Climate change and violent conflict: Sparse evidence fromSIPRI, Climate change and violent conflict: Sparse evidence from
South Asia and South East Asia, 2018South Asia and South East Asia, 2018

cost of earning income though cost of earning income though illegal activity or joining rebelillegal activity or joining rebel
groups is lower. Indeed, the paper groups is lower. Indeed, the paper finds that armed groupsfinds that armed groups
can exploit climate events to gain power. can exploit climate events to gain power. Such groups canSuch groups can

 become more viol become more violent during climaent during climate events in orte events in order to secureder to secure
their own food needs, as their own food needs, as well as utilizing periods of higherwell as utilizing periods of higher
civilian popularity to expand civilian popularity to expand recruitment.recruitment.

It is not It is not only rebel or terrorist groups that can take advantageonly rebel or terrorist groups that can take advantage
of climate crises of climate crises though. Research finds that communitythough. Research finds that community
elites, such as landowners or corporations, might also useelites, such as landowners or corporations, might also use
such events to gaisuch events to gain influence, byn influence, by securing aid distributsecuring aid distributionion
rights or unfairly claiming landownership during rights or unfairly claiming landownership during periods ofperiods of
migration. Migration itself can also give rise to conflict, as amigration. Migration itself can also give rise to conflict, as a
result of cultural or religious tensions or through exacerbat-result of cultural or religious tensions or through exacerbat-
ing the scarcity of natural resources.ing the scarcity of natural resources.

EcosysteEcosystemsms and speciand species survives survivalal

Beyond GDP accounting, one must also consider the Beyond GDP accounting, one must also consider the impactimpact
of climate change on the of climate change on the natural world. Nature is the life-natural world. Nature is the life-

 blood of the planet blood of the planet and critical fand critical for human existenceor human existence, provid-, provid-
ing food, energy and medicine and also playing a fundamen-ing food, energy and medicine and also playing a fundamen-
tal role in tal role in communities and cultures. Human activity has ancommunities and cultures. Human activity has an
outsized influence on the natural environment and scientistsoutsized influence on the natural environment and scientists
have documented significant declines and degradations tohave documented significant declines and degradations to
ecosystems and biodiversity. A landmark ecosystems and biodiversity. A landmark report, publishedreport, published

 by the United N by the United Nations in 2019, haations in 2019, has found that the s found that the state ofstate of
nature is nature is deteriorating deteriorating at aat a raterate unprecedented iunprecedented in human n human his-his-
tory.tory.3434 The extent and condition of The extent and condition of ecosystems globally hasecosystems globally has
found to have declined by found to have declined by 47% of their estimated natural47% of their estimated natural

 baseline, and the  baseline, and the report expects treport expects the decline to perhe decline to persist by atsist by at
least 4% per decade. Moreover, the rate least 4% per decade. Moreover, the rate of extinction global-of extinction global-
ly is estimated at tely is estimated at tens to hundreds of times higherns to hundreds of times higher than thethan the
average over the last 10 average over the last 10 million years. The rate of extinctionmillion years. The rate of extinction
is accelerating, with is accelerating, with aroundaround one million specieone million species threateneds threatened
with extinction, many within decades.with extinction, many within decades.

ClimClimate chanate change is among the prige is among the primary drimary drivers ofvers of aa human-human-
induced declineinduced decline inin the state the state of nature. of nature. The incrThe increased intensieased intensityty
and frequency of extreme weather events including droughtsand frequency of extreme weather events including droughts
and floods as and floods as well as sea-level rise and ocean acidification (towell as sea-level rise and ocean acidification (to
name a few) exacerbate the already name a few) exacerbate the already negative trends in thenegative trends in the
natural environment. Even without climate change, ecosys-natural environment. Even without climate change, ecosys-
tems and biodiversity face challenges from agricultural ex-tems and biodiversity face challenges from agricultural ex-

 pansion, urbanizati pansion, urbanization, exploitation on, exploitation and pollution. Tand pollution. To give ao give a
sense of the scale of some of these issues, just 13% of thesense of the scale of some of these issues, just 13% of the
wetlandswetlands in 1700 remained by 2000, the glin 1700 remained by 2000, the global forest area isobal forest area is
now estimated to be now estimated to be 68% of the 68% of the pre-industripre-industrial level andal level and

3434 IPBES, Global assessment report on biodiversity and ecosystemIPBES, Global assessment report on biodiversity and ecosystem
services of the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Bio-services of the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Bio-
diversity and Ecosystem Services, Summary for Policymakers, 2019diversity and Ecosystem Services, Summary for Policymakers, 2019
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around half the live cover on coral reefs has been lost sincearound half the live cover on coral reefs has been lost since
1870. Many negative effects have accelerated in recent dec-1870. Many negative effects have accelerated in recent dec-
ades, which is hardly surprising since the value of ades, which is hardly surprising since the value of food cropfood crop

 production has  production has expanded 300% since 1970 expanded 300% since 1970 and urban areasand urban areas
have more than doubled since 1992.have more than doubled since 1992.

Climate change is expected to increasingly influence the nat-Climate change is expected to increasingly influence the nat-
ural world, and the UN bleakly ural world, and the UN bleakly warns that even moderatewarns that even moderate
global warming of 1.5°C to 2°C will “profoundly shrink” theglobal warming of 1.5°C to 2°C will “profoundly shrink” the
geographical areas where species are found. With 2°C globalgeographical areas where species are found. With 2°C global
warming, research finds that 5% of species are warming, research finds that 5% of species are at risk of cli-at risk of cli-
mate-related extinction and this figure rises to 16% withmate-related extinction and this figure rises to 16% with
4.3°C of warming. The thresholds for coral reefs are 4.3°C of warming. The thresholds for coral reefs are muchmuch
lower still, and 2°C warming is projected to lower still, and 2°C warming is projected to reduce coralreduce coral
reefs to less than 1% of their reefs to less than 1% of their former cover. If moderatformer cover. If moderatee levelslevels
of warming can have such of warming can have such devastating effects on the naturaldevastating effects on the natural
environment, it doesn’t seem like an overreach to categorizeenvironment, it doesn’t seem like an overreach to categorize
the ecological situation as a state of the ecological situation as a state of crisis, requiring “trans-crisis, requiring “trans-
formative change” and international cooperation.formative change” and international cooperation.

Section 3: TSection 3: The response tohe response to climaclimate changete change

In this section we consider what needs to be done to eitherIn this section we consider what needs to be done to either
make it easier to live make it easier to live with climate change (adaptation) or towith climate change (adaptation) or to
reducereduce the amount of clthe amount of climate change (mimate change (mitigation).itigation).

COCO22 emissiemissions as aons as a global eglobal externalxternalityity

Climate change reflects a global market failure in the senseClimate change reflects a global market failure in the sense
that producers and consumers of COthat producers and consumers of CO22 emissions do not payemissions do not pay
for the climate damage that results. The standard economicfor the climate damage that results. The standard economic
answer to such an externality is a Panswer to such an externality is a Pigovianigovian tax: essentialltax: essentially ay a
tax on COtax on CO22 emissions. This would provide incentives to pro-emissions. This would provide incentives to pro-
ducers to shiducers to shift productioft production inn in a less Ca less COO22 intensive direction, tointensive direction, to
consumers tconsumers to shift o shift consumptionconsumption to less COto less CO22 intensive goodsintensive goods
and services and to and services and to entrepreneurs to encourage innovation inentrepreneurs to encourage innovation in
low COlow CO22 technologies. It is best if the COtechnologies. It is best if the CO22 taxtax isis gloglobal bal toto
deal with the free rider problem.deal with the free rider problem.

In a recent study,In a recent study, the IMF estithe IMF estimated that in order to amated that in order to achievechieve
the Paris 2the Paris 2⁰⁰C objecC objectivetive, a global, a global carcarbonbon tax shoutax should be intro-ld be intro-

duced immediately and rise to $75 a ton of COduced immediately and rise to $75 a ton of CO22 by 2030. by 2030.3535

This wThis would be a hould be a huge movuge move givene given thatthat the IMthe IMF estiF estimatematess thatthat
the globthe global averagal average price one price on COCO22 emissions is currently aroundemissions is currently around
$2 a $2 a ton, reflecting a number of regional and local ton, reflecting a number of regional and local carboncarbon

 pricing schemes. pricing schemes.

Given the current environment on Given the current environment on international cooperation,international cooperation,
and the positionsand the positions on climate chanon climate change taken by a number ofge taken by a number of
world leaders,world leaders, a global carbon tax is not going to happea global carbon tax is not going to happen any-n any-
time soon. Despite being signatories of the Paris agreement,time soon. Despite being signatories of the Paris agreement,

3535 IMF, Fiscal Monitor: How to Mitigate Climate Change, Oct 2019IMF, Fiscal Monitor: How to Mitigate Climate Change, Oct 2019

and recognizingand recognizing that there should be greater that there should be greater ambition in re-ambition in re-
ducing emissions, a number of countries resisted agreementducing emissions, a number of countries resisted agreement
on a global carbon trading syston a global carbon trading system at the recent UN summitem at the recent UN summit inin
Madrid (COP25). A huge issue concerns equity across coun-Madrid (COP25). A huge issue concerns equity across coun-
tries. Developed economies are reluctant to cut emissions,tries. Developed economies are reluctant to cut emissions,
even though they have even though they have contributed the most to the stock ofcontributed the most to the stock of
emissions over time,emissions over time, because this is seen as a because this is seen as a threat to com-threat to com-

 petitiveness petitiveness and jobsand jobs. Emerging and developi. Emerging and developing economiesng economies
who still see carbon intensity as who still see carbon intensity as a route to higher standards ofa route to higher standards of
livingliving feel reluctant tfeel reluctant to curb emissions given to curb emissions given that they havehat they have
contributed so littlecontributed so little to the climate problem (Tto the climate problem (Table 14).able 14).

Table 14: Total COTable 14: Total CO22 emissions from fossil fuels and cement pro-emissions from fossil fuels and cement pro-
duction and gas flaringduction and gas flaring
GtCOGtCO22 (% of global emissions)(% of global emissions)

2016 emis-2016 emis-
sionssions

2016 emis-2016 emis-
sions persions per

capitacapita

CumulativeCumulative
emissionsemissions
1960 1960 -- 20162016

CumulativeCumulative
emissionsemissions
1960 1960 -- 20162016
per capitaper capita

GGlloobbaall 3366..2  2  ((110000)) 44..88 11224488..4  4  ((110000)) 224411..77

CChhiinnaa 1100..2  2  ((2288..11)) 77..22 119900..6  6  ((1155..33)) 117744..00

UUSS 55..3  3  ((1144..77)) 1166..44 227788..2  2  ((2222..33)) 11110044..88

EEU  U  2288 33..5  5  ((99..77)) 66..99 222288..8  8  ((1188..33)) 448888..55

IInnddiiaa 22..4  4  ((66..77)) 11..88 4433..5  5  ((33..55)) 5500..88

RRuussssiiaa 11..6  6  ((44..55)) 1111..33 9988..1  1  ((77..99)) 770033..77

JJaappaann 11..2  2  ((33..33)) 99..55 5555..8  8  ((44..55)) 447711..33

IIrraann 00..7  7  ((11..88)) 88..22 1155..1  1  ((11..22)) 229999..33

SSaauuddi  i  AArraabbiiaa 00..6  6  ((11..88)) 1199..66 1133..1  1  ((11..00)) 885511..44

SSoouutth  h  KKoorreeaa 00..6  6  ((11..66)) 1111..77 1155..1  1  ((11..22)) 337700..00

CCaannaaddaa 00..6  6  ((11..66)) 1155..55 2255..3  3  ((22..00)) 993388..11

IInnddoonneessiiaa 00..5  5  ((11..44)) 11..99 1111..2  2  ((00..99)) 6644..66

BBrraazziill 00..5  5  ((11..33)) 22..44 1133..3  3  ((11..11)) 9933..88

SSoouutth  h  AAffrriiccaa 00..5  5  ((11..33)) 88..33 1177..1  1  ((11..44)) 448811..66

MMeexxiiccoo 00..5  5  ((11..33)) 33..88 1166..8  8  ((11..33)) 220099..66

Source: Hannah Ritchie anSource: Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser (2019) -d Max Roser (2019) - "CO"CO₂₂ and other Greenhouse Gas Emis-and other Greenhouse Gas Emis-
sions". Published online at sions". Published online at OurWorldInData.org. UNFCCC and CDIAC. Tom Boden and BobOurWorldInData.org. UNFCCC and CDIAC. Tom Boden and Bob

 Andres (Oak Ridge N Andres (Oak Ridge National Laboratory); Gregg ational Laboratory); Gregg Marland (Appalachian Marland (Appalachian State University).State University).
Tchung-Ming, S., Diaz-Vazquez, A. R., Keramidas, K., Global Tchung-Ming, S., Diaz-Vazquez, A. R., Keramidas, K., Global Energy and Climate OutlookEnergy and Climate Outlook
2018:GHG and energy balances 2018 GHG and energy balances –2018:GHG and energy balances 2018 GHG and energy balances – Supplementary mateSupplementary materialrial
to "Global Energy and Climate Outlook 2018: Sectoral mitigation options towards a low-to "Global Energy and Climate Outlook 2018: Sectoral mitigation options towards a low-
emissions economy". EUR 29573 EN, Publications Office emissions economy". EUR 29573 EN, Publications Office of the European Union, Luxem-of the European Union, Luxem-
bourg, 2018, bourg, 2018, UN, J.P. MorganUN, J.P. Morgan

Without agreement at the global level, initiatives are takingWithout agreement at the global level, initiatives are taking
 place at a more  place at a more local level. local level. The EU and the The EU and the UK have bothUK have both
made commitments to reduce net carbon emissions to zero made commitments to reduce net carbon emissions to zero byby
2050, although it is not 2050, although it is not clear exactly how that will beclear exactly how that will be
achievedachieved and how tand how these planshese plans will will deal witdeal with the h the competitive-competitive-
ness problem. In theory, a ness problem. In theory, a country or region pursuing an am-country or region pursuing an am-

 bitious emissio bitious emissions reduction objectins reduction objective could imposeve could impose a carbona carbon
 border tax, al border tax, although this woulthough this would be very controversial. d be very controversial. De-De-
spite these problems, a number of spite these problems, a number of countries and localitiescountries and localities
have carbon taxes or emissions trading regimes. These coverhave carbon taxes or emissions trading regimes. These cover
arounaround 24% of gld 24% of globalobal COCO22 emissions emissions but at a but at a lowlow averageaverage

 price. price. In addition, tIn addition, technological chanechnological change and public prge and public pressureessure
are changing rapidly, leading to moves toward are changing rapidly, leading to moves toward both adapta-both adapta-
tion and mitigation.tion and mitigation.
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Adaptation and mitigationAdaptation and mitigation

Assessments of the economic consequences of climateAssessments of the economic consequences of climate
change generally assume lichange generally assume limited adaptation (adjustmited adaptation (adjustinging to ato a
more adverse climate) and mitigation (trying to stop a more adverse climate) and mitigation (trying to stop a moremore
adverse climate from adverse climate from developing). Adaptation—fodeveloping). Adaptation—for exampler example
using more air conditioning units, building sea level defensesusing more air conditioning units, building sea level defenses
or using or using different crops—may limit the near-term impact ofdifferent crops—may limit the near-term impact of
climate change on GDP, but at climate change on GDP, but at the risk of creating greaterthe risk of creating greater

 problems later,  problems later, due to ongoing emissdue to ongoing emissions.ions.

The only way that climate change can be slowed, stopped orThe only way that climate change can be slowed, stopped or
reversed is through mitireversed is through mitigation strategiesgation strategies that impact emis-that impact emis-
sions. One helpful way to thisions. One helpful way to think about mitigationnk about mitigation is to returnis to return
to the Kaya identity. This looks at to the Kaya identity. This looks at the four key drivers ofthe four key drivers of
emissions of COemissions of CO22: population growth (P), growth of GDP per: population growth (P), growth of GDP per
capita (GDP/P), the energy intensity of the capita (GDP/P), the energy intensity of the economyeconomy
(E/GDP), and the emissions intensity of energy production(E/GDP), and the emissions intensity of energy production
(GHG/E). The Kaya identity is:(GHG/E). The Kaya identity is:

GHG=P*(GDP/P)*(E/GDP)*(GHG/E)GHG=P*(GDP/P)*(E/GDP)*(GHG/E)

Mitigation strategies involve changes in the Mitigation strategies involve changes in the energy intensityenergy intensity
of GDP (E/GDPof GDP (E/GDP) and in the) and in the emissions inteemissions intensity of energynsity of energy

 production (G production (GHG/E). E/HG/E). E/GDP is inflGDP is influenced by the sectoruenced by the sectoralal
structure of the economy, on the structure of the economy, on the energy efficiency in build-energy efficiency in build-
ings, transport and industry, and on land ings, transport and industry, and on land use (agriculture anduse (agriculture and
forestry). GHG/E is influenced by the mix of energy produc-forestry). GHG/E is influenced by the mix of energy produc-
tion (electricity) betion (electricity) betweentween carbon-producing sourcarbon-producing sources of energyces of energy
andand non-canon-carbon sourcerbon sources.s.

The energy intensity ofThe energy intensity of GDP (E/GDP) hGDP (E/GDP) has been declining inas been declining in
recent decades. Since 1990, it has broadly recent decades. Since 1990, it has broadly offset the in-offset the in-
creased pressure creased pressure on emissions cominon emissions comingg from populatifrom populationon
growth. In order to meet the growth. In order to meet the Paris objective, the pace of de-Paris objective, the pace of de-
cline in the energy intensity of GDP has to pick up in thecline in the energy intensity of GDP has to pick up in the
coming decades by around 70% relative to what we coming decades by around 70% relative to what we havehave
seen in recent decades.seen in recent decades.

Here it is relevant to consider broader Here it is relevant to consider broader GHG emissions ratherGHG emissions rather
than just COthan just CO22 emissions. Agricultureemissions. Agriculture, forestry and other , forestry and other landland
use (AFOLU) for example emits only use (AFOLU) for example emits only modest amounts ofmodest amounts of
COCO22 but but emitsemits a lot of other a lot of other GHGs, especiGHGs, especially methane (CHally methane (CH44))
and nitrous oxide (Nand nitrous oxide (N22O)O) (Tabl(Table 15).e 15). The AFThe AFOLU sOLU sectorector
emits 40% of total global methane emissions and 75% ofemits 40% of total global methane emissions and 75% of
total global nitrous oxitotal global nitrous oxide emissions. These emisside emissions. These emissions areons are duedue
to livestock digestive processes, manure management, riceto livestock digestive processes, manure management, rice
cultivation, deforestaticultivation, deforestation and on and burning stubble after harvest-burning stubble after harvest-
ing. Livestock alone accounts for around 15% of global GHGing. Livestock alone accounts for around 15% of global GHG
emissions each year, roughly equal to emissions from all emissions each year, roughly equal to emissions from all ofof

the world’s autthe world’s autos, trucks, airos, trucks, aircraft andcraft and ships.ships.3636 According toAccording to
the IMF, three things are needed to the IMF, three things are needed to make the agriculturalmake the agricultural
sector sustainable: first, a dramatic reduction in the consump-sector sustainable: first, a dramatic reduction in the consump-
tion of red meat and dairy (by around 50%) tion of red meat and dairy (by around 50%) and a shiftand a shift to-to-
wards plant-based meat substwards plant-based meat substitutes; second, a laitutes; second, a large scalerge scale shiftshift
from monoculture agriculture towards organic and from monoculture agriculture towards organic and mixedmixed
crop-livestock farming; and third, a dramatic reduction incrop-livestock farming; and third, a dramatic reduction in
deforestation and an increadeforestation and an increase in reforestationse in reforestation and afforesta-and afforesta-
tion. These changes would both reduce tion. These changes would both reduce emissions and in-emissions and in-
crease the earth’s natural carbon sinks.crease the earth’s natural carbon sinks.

Table 15: Global sectoral emissionsTable 15: Global sectoral emissions
% of total emissions% of total emissions

TToottaal  l  GGHHGG CCOO22

EElleeccttrriicciitty  y  aannd  d  hheeaat  t  pprroodduuccttiioonn 2255 5599

 Agriculture, forestry and land use Agriculture, forestry and land use 2424 88

IInndduussttrryy 2211 77

TTrraannssppoorrttaattiioonn 1144 1166

BBuuiillddiinnggss 66 1100

OOtthheerr 1100 00

Source: IPCC, IEA, World Bank, Source: IPCC, IEA, World Bank, J.P. MorganJ.P. Morgan

Industry emits close to 20% of Industry emits close to 20% of total GHG emissions. Thesetotal GHG emissions. These
are from industrial processes, such as metals, cement andare from industrial processes, such as metals, cement and
chemicals productiochemicals production; electricity use by industryn; electricity use by industry is excludedis excluded
from this estimate of efrom this estimate of emissions.missions. Improvements here inclImprovements here include aude a
greater emphasis on materials efficiency, recycling and agreater emphasis on materials efficiency, recycling and a
shift in designs away from steel and shift in designs away from steel and concrete.concrete.

TransportatioTransportation accounts for around n accounts for around 15%15% of both COof both CO22 emis-emis-
sions andsions and total GHG emissitotal GHG emissions. Mitigation herons. Mitigation here covers great-e covers great-
er fuel efficiency, increased car sharing, increased use ofer fuel efficiency, increased car sharing, increased use of

 public transport,  public transport, better fleet better fleet management and imprmanagement and improved de-oved de-
sign in trains and aircraft (improved aerodynamics andsign in trains and aircraft (improved aerodynamics and
weight reduction). However, without dealing with the domi-weight reduction). However, without dealing with the domi-
nance of coal in nance of coal in power generation, other developments, suchpower generation, other developments, such
as a shift to as a shift to electric vehicles, will not necessarily reduce COelectric vehicles, will not necessarily reduce CO22

emissions. Indeed, they could emissions. Indeed, they could increase emissions, dependingincrease emissions, depending
on where the additional electricity is coming from.on where the additional electricity is coming from. ElectriciElectricityty
from coal-fired power stations is more COfrom coal-fired power stations is more CO22 intensive thanintensive than

 petrol in a car. petrol in a car.

Buildings, excluding their consumption of Buildings, excluding their consumption of electricity, emitelectricity, emit
only a modest amount of GHG and COonly a modest amount of GHG and CO22.. ReduReduced emissiced emissionsons
here involve better insulation and more energy efficient ap-here involve better insulation and more energy efficient ap-

 pliances, lighting pliances, lighting and air conditionerand air conditioners.s. Also the lAlso the lifespan ofifespan of
 buildings could be  buildings could be extended.extended.

3636 IMF, Finance and Development: The Economics of ClimateIMF, Finance and Development: The Economics of Climate
Change, 2019Change, 2019
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Moving on toMoving on to the emissions ithe emissions intensity of energntensity of energy productiony production
(GHG/E), there have also been declines over recent decades,(GHG/E), there have also been declines over recent decades,

 but but in order to meein order to meet the Paris t the Paris objective the pace objective the pace of improvof improve-e-
ment needs to pick up ment needs to pick up around fourfold. This would require aaround fourfold. This would require a
massive decarbonisation of the electricity generating sector.massive decarbonisation of the electricity generating sector.
Power generation is the biggest source of COPower generation is the biggest source of CO22 emissions,emissions,
accounting for 59% of global COaccounting for 59% of global CO22 emissions. The reason isemissions. The reason is
that power generatiothat power generation still involvesn still involves huge use of fossil fuels,huge use of fossil fuels,
especially coal. According to the IEA, coal accounts for 74%especially coal. According to the IEA, coal accounts for 74%
of global COof global CO22 emissions from electricity generation (Tableemissions from electricity generation (Table
16).16). This meanThis means that s that coal-firedcoal-fired power stapower stations accoutions account fornt for
around 44% of all global COaround 44% of all global CO22 emissions.emissions.

Table 16: Annual COTable 16: Annual CO22 emissions from the power sector emissions from the power sector 
Million tonnesMillion tonnes

22000000 22001188

EElleeccttrriicciitty  y  ggeenneerraattiioon  n  88224477 1122665555

CCooaall 55992200 99335577

NNaattuurraal  l  ggaass 11334411 22665566

OOiill 998866 664411

HHeeaat  t  pprroodduuccttiioonn 11005555 11116633

CCooaall 553322 770088

NNaattuurraal  l  ggaass 441155 440033

OOiill 110088 5511

TToottaall 99330022 1133881188

Source: IEA,Source: IEA, World Energy Outlook, 2019; J.P. MorganWorld Energy Outlook, 2019; J.P. Morgan

The most The most important important shiftshift neededneeded in energy in energy production iproduction is as a
move from COmove from CO22 intensive sources of energy (coal, oil andintensive sources of energy (coal, oil and
gas) to nuclear and renewables, although a gas) to nuclear and renewables, although a switch from coalswitch from coal
to gas would also reduce emissions due to the elevated COto gas would also reduce emissions due to the elevated CO22

intensity of coal for each terawatt of electricity producedintensity of coal for each terawatt of electricity produced
(Table 17).(Table 17).

Table 17: COTable 17: CO22 intensity per terawatt hour of electricity producedintensity per terawatt hour of electricity produced
Terawatt hours (TWh)Terawatt hours (TWh)

EElleeccttrriicciittyy,  T,  TWWhh CCOO22,  ,  MMtt CCOO22 Mt/TWhMt/TWh

CCooaall 1100112233 99335577 00..9922

NNaattuurraal  l  ggaass 66111188 22665566 00..4433

OOiill 880088 664411 00..7799

Source: IEA, J.P. MorganSource: IEA, J.P. Morgan

ButBut thethe key to key to a signifa significant emiicant emissions ressions reduction in duction in energyenergy
 production is  production is greater penetratgreater penetration of nuclear and ion of nuclear and renewables.renewables.
According to the IEA, in 2018 According to the IEA, in 2018 nuclear and renewables con-nuclear and renewables con-
tributed 36% of global electricity production (Table 18). Thistributed 36% of global electricity production (Table 18). This
will have to rise to 79%will have to rise to 79% by 2040 to meet the Paby 2040 to meet the Paris 2°C objec-ris 2°C objec-
tive. Meanwhile, the contribution of coal tive. Meanwhile, the contribution of coal to global electricityto global electricity
generation needs to decline from 38% in 2018 generation needs to decline from 38% in 2018 to 6% byto 6% by
2040.2040.

Table 18: Global electricity generation by sourceTable 18: Global electricity generation by source
Terawatt hours (TWh)Terawatt hours (TWh)

22000000 22001188

CCooaal  l  55999944 1100112233

NNaattuurraal  l  ggaass 22775500 66111188

OOiill 11220077 880088

NNuucclleeaarr 22559911 22771188

RReenneewwaabblleess 22883366 66779999

HHyyddrroo 22661133 44220033

BBiiooeenneerrggyy 116644 663366

WWiinndd 3311 11226655

SSoollaar  r  PPVV 11 559922

GGeeootthheerrmmaall 5522 9900

CCSSPP 11 1122

MMaarriinnee 11 11

TToottaall 1155442277 2266660033

Source: IEA, World Energy Outlook, 2019., J.P. Source: IEA, World Energy Outlook, 2019., J.P. Morgan; CSP: concentrated solar power Morgan; CSP: concentrated solar power 

 Nuclear energy does  Nuclear energy does not directly connot directly contribute to GHG tribute to GHG emis-emis-
sions, and is hence considered a clean source of power.sions, and is hence considered a clean source of power.
Moreover, unlike other sources of clean energy, such Moreover, unlike other sources of clean energy, such as windas wind
and solar, nuclear power is and solar, nuclear power is available 24 hour per day, makingavailable 24 hour per day, making
it highly reliable. Despite these it highly reliable. Despite these attractive characteristics, theattractive characteristics, the
share of nuclear energy in share of nuclear energy in global electricity generation hasglobal electricity generation has

 been shrinking since  been shrinking since its peak of 17% its peak of 17% in 1996. This in 1996. This is, in part,is, in part,
 because a number of  because a number of other obstacles other obstacles and risks around and risks around nuclearnuclear
energy remain, including issues of waste management, opera-energy remain, including issues of waste management, opera-
tional riskstional risks, the , the creation ofcreation of nuclear nuclear weapons,weapons, and adversand adversee

 public opinion. public opinion.

Given that nuclear haGiven that nuclear has fallen out of favor,s fallen out of favor, and geothermaland geothermal
and hydro are both and hydro are both constrained by geography, the real issueconstrained by geography, the real issue
is the is the ongoing development of wind, solar, bioenergy, con-ongoing development of wind, solar, bioenergy, con-
centratedcentrated solar power solar power (CSP)(CSP) and marand marine, wine, which together hich together ac-ac-
counted for 9.8% of counted for 9.8% of electricity generation in 2018. This is upelectricity generation in 2018. This is up
from 1.6% in 2000. from 1.6% in 2000. Further penetration will happen, drivenFurther penetration will happen, driven

 by lower costs a by lower costs and subsidies. But nd subsidies. But challenges remaichallenges remain due to an due to a
major reliance on either the wind major reliance on either the wind or sunlight, which are notor sunlight, which are not
there all of the time.there all of the time. Advances in storage tAdvances in storage technology wouldechnology would
help make renewables more reliable.help make renewables more reliable.

According to the IEA, a sizeable shift from According to the IEA, a sizeable shift from fossil fuels tofossil fuels to
renewables is technically feasible, though it would be veryrenewables is technically feasible, though it would be very
challenging from a cost perspective. In their 2019 challenging from a cost perspective. In their 2019 World En-World En-
ergy Outlook, the IEA conducted a detailed ergy Outlook, the IEA conducted a detailed global geospatialglobal geospatial
analysis of the potential for offshore wind, based on the tech-analysis of the potential for offshore wind, based on the tech-
nology of offshore turbines, the nology of offshore turbines, the quality of wind, the depth ofquality of wind, the depth of
the sea and the nature of the sea bed. Using only near-shore,the sea and the nature of the sea bed. Using only near-shore,
shallow water sites, the IEA shallow water sites, the IEA estimates that offshore windestimates that offshore wind
could generate 36,000 TWh (terawatt hours) of electricity percould generate 36,000 TWh (terawatt hours) of electricity per
year. This is higher than current electricity production ofyear. This is higher than current electricity production of
26,600 TWh per year and not far short of the projected de-26,600 TWh per year and not far short of the projected de-
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mandmand under a BAU policy of 41,400 TWunder a BAU policy of 41,400 TWh in 2040. Going forh in 2040. Going for
sites further from the shore and sites further from the shore and in deeper water creates a lotin deeper water creates a lot
more potential.more potential. According to the IEAccording to the IEA, the potentiA, the potential from off-al from off-
shore wind is 420,000 TWh of electricity production pershore wind is 420,000 TWh of electricity production per
year, aryear, around elevound elevenen times the times the projecteprojected productiond production in 2040in 2040
under a scenario consistent under a scenario consistent with the Paris objewith the Paris objectivective (38,700(38,700
TWh).TWh).

The issue is not the potentialThe issue is not the potential opportunities, opportunities, but the cost. Coalbut the cost. Coal
remains the cheapest source of electricity and the remains the cheapest source of electricity and the stock ofstock of
coal-fired power stations is relatively young. Around 60% ofcoal-fired power stations is relatively young. Around 60% of
the stock is less than 20 yethe stock is less than 20 years old, compared withars old, compared with a designa design
lifespan of up to 50 years.lifespan of up to 50 years. According to the IEAccording to the IEA, to meet theA, to meet the
Paris 2Paris 2⁰⁰C objeC objectivective on the on the global tempeglobal temperature,rature, the lifethe lifespan ofspan of

coal-fired power stations would need to be limited to coal-fired power stations would need to be limited to 2525
years, which would require the years, which would require the immediate elimination ofimmediate elimination of
34% of the 34% of the global coal-fired production capacity. The costglobal coal-fired production capacity. The cost
would involve not only the would involve not only the premature scrapping of thesepremature scrapping of these
coal-fired power stations but also coal-fired power stations but also the increased investment inthe increased investment in
renewablerenewables. The end s. The end result could be energy shortages andresult could be energy shortages and
higher electricithigher electricity prices for consumers.y prices for consumers. It isn’t going to hap-It isn’t going to hap-

 pen. pen.

Geoengineering as an extreme technologyGeoengineering as an extreme technology

Despite some dramatic things happening at the micro levelDespite some dramatic things happening at the micro level
(see(see herehere)), and the political commitments of a number of, and the political commitments of a number of
governments, it is hard to see governments, it is hard to see global warming being limitedglobal warming being limited
to less than 3to less than 3⁰⁰C, let alone the Paris objective of less than C, let alone the Paris objective of less than 22⁰⁰C,C,

relative to re-industrial times, without the introduction of arelative to re-industrial times, without the introduction of a
global carbon tax or a global carbon tax or a dramatic shift in technology whichdramatic shift in technology which
either reduces COeither reduces CO22 concentrationsconcentrations or reduces theor reduces their impact onir impact on
the climate.the climate. One potentially tOne potentially transformational transformational technology isechnology is
geoengineering.geoengineering.

Geo-engineering, defined as intentional large-scale interven-Geo-engineering, defined as intentional large-scale interven-
tions in the climate system, is an tions in the climate system, is an external approach to tack-external approach to tack-
ling climate change, entirely separate from the mitigationling climate change, entirely separate from the mitigation
strategies which address the Kaya identity. There are strategies which address the Kaya identity. There are twotwo
categories of geo-engcategories of geo-engineering,ineering, both encompassing a both encompassing a numbernumber
of innovations: carbon geo-engineering and solar geo-of innovations: carbon geo-engineering and solar geo-
engineering.engineering.

The primary aim of carbon geo-engineering is to remove COThe primary aim of carbon geo-engineering is to remove CO22

from the atmosphere. There are from the atmosphere. There are natural based solutions, suchnatural based solutions, such
as afforestation (planting more trees) and as afforestation (planting more trees) and ocean fertilizationocean fertilization
(adding nutrients to the ocean) designed (adding nutrients to the ocean) designed to hoover up atmos-to hoover up atmos-

 pheric CO pheric CO22. There are also mechanical solutions, the most. There are also mechanical solutions, the most
widely discussed being carbon capture and storage technolo-widely discussed being carbon capture and storage technolo-
gy (CCS). CCS involves capturing and storing COgy (CCS). CCS involves capturing and storing CO22 emis-emis-
sions produced during sions produced during electricity generation and industrialelectricity generation and industrial

 processes processes before theybefore they are released intare released into the atmosphere. o the atmosphere. Emis-Emis-

sions are captured, transported and stored several kilometerssions are captured, transported and stored several kilometers
 below the earth’s below the earth’s surfacesurface3737.. It is also posIt is also possible to capture sible to capture car-car-
 bon directly fr bon directly from the atmosphereom the atmosphere. There are t. There are two problems atwo problems at
the moment with CCS technology: costs and storage. Han-the moment with CCS technology: costs and storage. Han-
sensen3838 argues targues that achihat achievingeving a COa CO22 concentration of 350ppm inconcentration of 350ppm in
2100 would require the extract2100 would require the extraction and permanention and permanent storage ofstorage of
around 700Gt of COaround 700Gt of CO22. Assuming a unit cost at the lower end. Assuming a unit cost at the lower end
of the current estimated range, this degree of of the current estimated range, this degree of CCS would costCCS would cost
$1.3 trillion a year. Assuming a $1.3 trillion a year. Assuming a unit cost at the upper end ofunit cost at the upper end of
thethe estimatedestimated range, thrange, the required e required degree of degree of CCS wCCS would costould cost
over six times as much.over six times as much. This would be equivalent This would be equivalent to aroundto around
10% of current global GDP.10% of current global GDP.

Solar geo-engineering, unlike carbon geo-engineering, is notSolar geo-engineering, unlike carbon geo-engineering, is not
intended to address GHintended to address GHG concentrationsG concentrations directly, but insdirectly, but insteadtead
seeks to manipulate the link between COseeks to manipulate the link between CO22 concentrationconcentrations s andand
temperature. Technologies under study include stratospherictemperature. Technologies under study include stratospheric
aerosol scattering, marine cloud brightening and aerosol scattering, marine cloud brightening and space-basedspace-based
techniques (that is, positioning sun shields in space). Thesetechniques (that is, positioning sun shields in space). These
ambitious technologies aim to reflect a fraction of the ambitious technologies aim to reflect a fraction of the sun’ssun’s
energy back into space, helping to cool the planetenergy back into space, helping to cool the planet3939..

Geo-engineering innovations have the potential to curb orGeo-engineering innovations have the potential to curb or
even reverse the effects of climate change, but even reverse the effects of climate change, but enormousenormous
scientific and technological uncertainties remain. With re-scientific and technological uncertainties remain. With re-
gards to gards to solar geo-engineering in particular, considerablysolar geo-engineering in particular, considerably
more research is required. Indeed, global policy makers aremore research is required. Indeed, global policy makers are
currently faced with the question over whether they currently faced with the question over whether they shouldshould
seriously support solar geo-engineering research; so far fund-seriously support solar geo-engineering research; so far fund-
ing has been low, ing has been low, estimated at just USD10mn globallyestimated at just USD10mn globally4040.. ThThee
reluctance comes from a host of governance and moral haz-reluctance comes from a host of governance and moral haz-
ard concerns, namely, that geo-engineering will reduce incen-ard concerns, namely, that geo-engineering will reduce incen-
tives to cut GHG emissions and tives to cut GHG emissions and thus will not address the rootthus will not address the root
causecause of the climate problem. Mof the climate problem. Moreover, since no interna-oreover, since no interna-
tional framework on geo-engineering exists, there are con-tional framework on geo-engineering exists, there are con-
cerns that nations will operate independently, eventually de-cerns that nations will operate independently, eventually de-

 ploying vari ploying various technologies wious technologies without proper considethout proper considerationration
for the risks or unintended consequences.for the risks or unintended consequences.

3737 Carbon Capture & Storage Association; Available at:Carbon Capture & Storage Association; Available at:
http://www.ccsassociation.org/http://www.ccsassociation.org/
3838 Hansen, J., Climate Change in a Nutshell: The Gathering Storm,Hansen, J., Climate Change in a Nutshell: The Gathering Storm,
Columbia University, 2018Columbia University, 2018
3939 Burns, Keith, Irvine & Horton, Solar Geoengineering, Technolo-Burns, Keith, Irvine & Horton, Solar Geoengineering, Technolo-
gy Factsheet Series, Belfer Center for Science and Internationalgy Factsheet Series, Belfer Center for Science and International
Affairs, Harvard Kennedy School, 2019.Affairs, Harvard Kennedy School, 2019.

4040 Necheles, E. Necheles, E., Burns, L., , Burns, L., Chang, A.Chang, A., Keith, D, Keith, D., Fund., Funding for Soing for Solarlar
Geoengineering from 2008 to 2018, Harvard’s Solar Geoengineer-Geoengineering from 2008 to 2018, Harvard’s Solar Geoengineer-
ing Research Program, 2018ing Research Program, 2018
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In the words of In the words of Nordhaus “geo-engineering resembles whatNordhaus “geo-engineering resembles what
the doctors call “sthe doctors call “salvage therapy"—a potentiallyalvage therapy"—a potentially dangerousdangerous
treatment to be used when all treatment to be used when all else fails. Doctors prescribeelse fails. Doctors prescribe
salvage therapy for people who are very ill and when lesssalvage therapy for people who are very ill and when less
dangerous treatments are not dangerous treatments are not available.”available.”4141

It is hard to predict howIt is hard to predict how technology will evolvetechnology will evolve, especially, especially
over a period of decades, but at the moment there is nothingover a period of decades, but at the moment there is nothing
feasible that isfeasible that is an alternative to than alternative to the steady and hard work ofe steady and hard work of
climate mitigation, reducing the energy intensity of GDP andclimate mitigation, reducing the energy intensity of GDP and
reducing the COreducing the CO22 intensity of energy production.intensity of energy production.

ConclusionConclusion

One powerful theme running through the climate change One powerful theme running through the climate change de-de-
 bate is uncerta bate is uncertainty: uncertainty inty: uncertainty about the mechanics ofabout the mechanics of cli-cli-
mate change and uncertainty about the mate change and uncertainty about the economic, social andeconomic, social and
environmental impact of climate change. The environmental impact of climate change. The other powerfulother powerful
theme running through the climate change debate is theme running through the climate change debate is fairness:fairness:
fairnessfairness across time as emissioacross time as emissions today will affect the clins today will affect the climatemate
that future generations will inherit, and fairness across coun-that future generations will inherit, and fairness across coun-
tries between those who have contributed the most to tries between those who have contributed the most to thethe

 problem and those  problem and those who have contributewho have contributed the least.d the least.

 Notwithstand Notwithstanding Weitzman’ing Weitzman’s argument (ss argument (see page 9), botee page 9), both ofh of
these themes make respondithese themes make responding to climate changeng to climate change more diffi-more diffi-
cult. Due tcult. Due to the uncerto the uncertainty, it ainty, it is hard tois hard to bebe absolutely defini-absolutely defini-
tive about what lies ahead. It tive about what lies ahead. It is possible that the future is possible that the future willwill
not benot be too bad. More likely, thtoo bad. More likely, the situation will contie situation will continue tonue to
deteriorate, possibly more so than in any deteriorate, possibly more so than in any of the IPCC’s sce-of the IPCC’s sce-
narios. Nonarios. No government government seemsseems willing willing to sacrifto sacrifice the ice the incomesincomes
of their of their current citizenscurrent citizens eithereither in favor of in favor of their children their children andand
grandchildren or in favor of citizens in grandchildren or in favor of citizens in other countries. Cli-other countries. Cli-
mate change is a global problem which demands a globalmate change is a global problem which demands a global
response. Despite the efforts of the IPCC, this is not response. Despite the efforts of the IPCC, this is not reallyreally
happening. The summit in Madrid is the most recent examplehappening. The summit in Madrid is the most recent example
of countries failing tof countries failing to cooperate to createo cooperate to create a global emissiona global emissionss
trading regime.trading regime. Changes are occurriChanges are occurring at the micro level,ng at the micro level,
involving involving shifts shifts inin behaviorbehavior by indiby individuals, viduals, companies companies andand
investors.investors. This will push emissThis will push emissions in the right directiions in the right direction, buton, but
is unlikely to be enough is unlikely to be enough with the involvement of the fiscalwith the involvement of the fiscal
and financial stability authorities.and financial stability authorities.

Most likely, business as usual will be the path that policy-Most likely, business as usual will be the path that policy-
makers follow in the years ahead. It makers follow in the years ahead. It remains to be seen whatremains to be seen what
the consequences of this the consequences of this will be, but one thing is will be, but one thing is sure: BAUsure: BAU
opens the earth to a opens the earth to a greater likelihood of a catastrophic out-greater likelihood of a catastrophic out-
come from the fat upper come from the fat upper tail of the probability distribution. Ittail of the probability distribution. It
also increases the likelihood that the costs of also increases the likelihood that the costs of dealing withdealing with
climate change will go up as climate change will go up as action is delayed. And finally, itaction is delayed. And finally, it

4141 Nordhaus, W Nordhaus, W., The Cli., The Climate Casino, mate Casino, Yale UniYale University Press, versity Press, 20132013

increases the likelihood that the changes in increases the likelihood that the changes in the climate willthe climate will
 be irreversible be irreversible..
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